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THE LYRICISM OP SARA TEASDALE
INTRODUCTION
I. Purpose of the thesis:
My purpose in writing this thesis is to analyze, in a non-
technical form, the poetry of Sara Teasdale, and to relate the
internal evidence to the existing biographical data in an at-
tempt to explain her development as a poet. I shall endeavor
to indicate that many of the lyric qualities are directly or in-
directly due to the inspiration of Sappho, Shelley, Keats, and
other poets who wrote in the romantic tradition, and that, con-
trary to popular opinion, she is less essentially a love lyricis
than a lover of beauty in all its manifestations. This thesis,
moreover, will attempt to present these findings in a form
easily understood by even the most casual student of her poetry,
as it has been my personal experience that the majority of
critiques are written in the language of savants and are conse-
quently of little value to the general public.
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II. Plan of Procedure:
The thesis proper will be divided into seven chapters. The
first will define and explain the meaning of the terms lyric and
lyricism, using illustrative quotations from reputable critics,
while the second will present in brief form historical notes on
an early lyricist, Sappho, (with a few references on the verse
form associated with her name) in order to "point" the third
chapter, devoted to Sara Teasdale as a modern lyricist. Some
biographical material will be included. The next thr ee chapters
will deal with the published writings of Sara Teasdale, as found
in The Collected Poems of Sara Teasdale (The Macmillan Company,
1909). The final chapter «111 attempt to analyze certain of the
lyric qualities that motivate her poems and give them the vital-
ity that is so typical of her genius.
1
CHAPTER I
The Lyric and Lyricism
One of the modern lyric poets is Sara Teasdale. Shelley's
words, "Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the
world 1 '-1-, and "Poetry enlarges the circumference of the imagina-
tion by replenishing it with thoughts of ever new delight"^,
seem most appropriate and descriptive of her poetry. That she
was a disciple of Shelley is evident; there is a similarity in
their poems — in lyric expression, in the profuseness of imagery
in metrical facility, and particularly in the love of beauty.
But it is with the lyricism of her poetry that this thesis is
concerned.
"Humanity makes a variety of demands upon its artists, upon
those who express it to itself, giving articular permanence to
its half-articulate emotions. Narrative poetry satisfies one
demand and drama satisfies another But in answer to a
different demand there arises inevitably another type of poetry
which may be called occasional or personal, the direct expres-
sion of men's feelings in phases and circumstances of human
life It has been generally agreed to call this type of poetry
lyric." 3
This poetry called lyric is expressed in melodious verse
1. Smith and Parks s Great Critics, p. 563.
2. Ibid., p. 563.
3. Ridley: The Lyric, p. 112.

and is usually brief . The emotions are aroused either by an im-
pulse from the outside world or from an idea in the poet's mind,
which is generally represented as being felt by the poet himself
The term lyric immediately suggests something to do with
song, and the lyric has a singing quality. But it is more than
meter or rhythm that shapes a lyric; the ego of the poet himself
is expressed his thoughts, his emotions, and his moods. With
the lyric, subjective poetry begins -- poetry that is subjective
with the simplicity of the passion and emotion with which it
deals. This poetry, if it is to remain truly lyric, must have
only enough story or drama to give a background or setting from
which the emotion arises; otherwise, it would become narrative
or dramatic poetry. However, in the meditative or reflective
lyric, although the emotion may be predicated on an intellectual
concept, this must always be kept subordinate to the emotional
appeal. This is why the finest lyrical poetry is poetry in its
essence: it has simplicity, brevity, and intensity. Every human
emotion may be expressed in a lyric form, in spite of the popular
misconception that the term lyric is synonymous with love song .
It may be poetry embracing "the soul of passion and the wings of
song"-*-. But, "Indeed, here as elsewhere, there can be no limits
set to art Literature has no need for the limitations of a
false dignity, for life does not know them." 2
So, when we speak of lyric qualities, or lyricism, we mean
1. Schelling: The English Lyric, p. 2.
2. Ibid., p. 6.
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melodious verse of personal emotion -- verse which charms us
with the simplicity and spontaneity of its melodious phrases and
its tripping measure. It contains vivid and moving images; it
glows with color, light, and beauty; it expresses a joyous de-
light in nature or the things of nature trees, flowers, stars,
sea, or fog. It may be ecstatic, passionate, intense, and moving
in its love of beauty, or in its tender human attachment, or in
its devotion to home and country; but, on the other hand, it may
express emotions equally dynamic, but less colorful — the muted,
minor music descriptive of the sadness and sorrow of life, death,
and frustrations that beset the human heart.
According to John Drinkwater, "Most of us have from the
traditions and circumstances of our own lives, a particular sym-
pathy with the grave and faintly melancholy beauty which is the
recurrent note in fine poetry throughout the world.*1 ''"
Apropos of this thought, another another author has written:
"The two great figures of the Greek lyric are Love and Death, andj
it is when dealing with these two that the Greek lyric rises to
its heights"
.
2
The lyric is not confined to any specific verse form; one
may readily agree that "Innumerable are the forms of the English
lyric as the famous comparisons of the love-poets of antiquity,
or as the subjects on which these comparisons are usually made. 1'^
1. Drinkwater: The Lyric, p. 39.
2. Ridley: The Lyric, p. 115.
3. Wharton in British Academy Proceedings, October, 1912.

4While an analysis of the functional aspects of poetry might
possibly aid in an interpretation of lyricism, I feel that ex-
haustive studies are available to the serious student of poetry.
Therefore, since my purpose is to consider in detail the lyricisi^
of Sara Teasdale, probably all that is necessary in this connec-
tion is to suggest that " to transfuse emotion not to
transmit thought, but to set up in the reader's sense a vibra-
tion corresponding to what was felt by the writer"^ is true of
the lyric generally, and, particularly, the lyric as delineated
by Sara Teasdale,
1. Housman: The Name and Nature of Poetry, p. 8.

CHAPTER II
An Ancient Lyricist? Sappho
Longinus, in speaking of poets, says that they "catch enthu-
siasm" by imitating the sublime genius of the ancients.^ I feel
Sara Teasdale gives evidence in her poetry of such imitation, for
the influence of the Greek lyricist Sappho is patent. Her pub-
lishers, The Macmillan Company, in a biographical study, aver
that Sappho was "among her youthful passions", whom she studied
with a zest resembling that of Henry Thornton Wharton, the noted
Greek scholar of Oxford whose Sappho has been praised and used as
o
a reference book for many years. Miss Teasdale' s dramatic mono-
logue Sappho and her mastery and utilization of, the difficult
Sapphic meter in certain of her shorter poems lend credence to
this statement. The typical Teasdale "flick" that characterizes
much of her poetry is, in my opinion, an echo and refinement of
the ending found in translations of the existing Sapphic frag-
ments.
Wharton begins the preface to his studious treatise in these
words: "Sappho, the Greek poetess whom more than eighty genera-
tions have been obliged to hold without a peer" 5 and refers to
Mr. J. Addington Symonds ' statement: "The world has suffered no
greater literary loss than the loss of Sappho f s poems. So per-
1. Houston and Smith: Types of World Literature, p. 857
2. The Macmillan Company: Sara Teasdale.
3. Wharton: Sappho, p. v.

feet are the smallest fragments preserved that we muse in a
sad rapture of astonishment to think what the complete poems
must have been Of all the poets of the world, of all the
illustrious artists of all literature, Sappho is the one whose
every word has a peculiar and unmistakable perfume, a seal of
absolute perfection and illimitable grace." Continuing in a
p
vein analogous to that set forth by Poe, he claims that Sappho
embodied "the profounded yearnings of an intense soul after
beauty, which has never on earth existed, but which inflames
the hearts of the noblest poets, robbing the eyes of sleep, and
giving them the bitterness of tears to drink these dazzling
fragments are the ultimate and finished forms of passionate ut-
terance, diamonds, topazes and blazing rubies, in which the fire
of the soul is crystallized forever" 3 , while poe says, "An im-
mortal instinct, deep within the spirit of man, is thus, plain-
ly, a sense of the Beautiful. This it is which administers to
his delight in the manifold forms, and sounds, and odors, and
sentiments amid which he exists .... .It is the desire of the moth
for the star. It is no mere appreciation of the Beauty before
us, but a wild effort to reach the Beauty above We are often
made to feel, with a shivering of delight, that from an earthly
harp are stricken notes which cannot have been unfamiliar to the
angels." 4
1. Wharton: Sappho, p. 29.
2. Smith and Parks: Great Critics, p. 589
5. Wharton: Sappho, p. 29.
4. Smith and Parks: Great Critics
, pp. 589-590.
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The clue to Sappho's individuality, according to Wharton,
"can only he found in the knowledge of what, in her age, Lesbos
and the Lesbians were; around her converges all we know of the
Aeolian race".^" Then, referring to Studies of Greek Poets, he
quotes Mr, Symonds : "For a certain space of time the Aeolians
occupied the very foreground of Greek literature, and blazed out
with a brilliance of lyrical splendor that has never been sur-
passed. There seems to have been something passionate and in-
tense in their temperament, which made the emotions of the Dori-
an and the Ionian feeble by comparison. Lesbos, the center of
Aeolian culture, was the island of overmastering passions; the
personality of the Greek race burned there with a fierce and
steady flame of concentrated feeling Nov^here in any age of
Greek history, or in any part of Hellas, did the love of physi-
cal beauty, the sensibility to radiant scenes of nature, the
consuming fervor of personal feeling, assume such grand propor-
tions and receive so illustrious an expression as they did in
Lesbos. At first this passion blossomed into the most exquisite
lyrical poetry that the world has known: this was the flowertime
of the Aeolians, their brief and brilliant spring." Many
circumstances contributed to the development of lyric poetry in
Lesbos: the social freedom enjoyed by Aeolian women, the access
to educational advantages, and the liberty which they were per-
mitted in manifesting their personal sentiments -- a liberty
1. Wharton: Sappho, p. 10.
2. Ibid., p. 10.
i

having no counterpart in history until the present -- coupled
with the cultivation of poetry and music, resulted in the crea-
tion of a lyric form in which to express their love for the beau
tiful. Still another factor in the evolution of an emotional
articulateness was undoubtedly the natural beauty of the island
kingdom -- an almost tropical Paradise boasting "exquisite gar-
dens, in which the rose and hyacinth spread perfume; river-beds
ablaze with oleander and wild pomegranate; olive-groves and
fountains, where the cyclamen and violet flowered with feathery
maidenhair; pine-shadowed coves, where they might bathe in the
calm of a tideless sea; fruits such as only the southern sea and
sea-wind can mature; marble cliffs, starred with jonquil and
anemone in spring, aromatic with myrtle and lentisk and samphire
and wild rosemary through all the months; nightingales that sang
in May; temples dim with disky gold and bright with ivory;
statues and frescoes of heroic form.""'"
The unanimity of opinion regarding Sappho's place in liter-
ature is remarkable, "The greatest lyric poetess of all time"
2
was the tribute of Arthur Weigall , as he cited, in proof of his
thesis, the opinions of Plato, who considered her to be "no less
than a tenth Muse", Socrates who "rejoiced to call (her) The
Beautiful", and Strabo, who termed her "a miracle".
Only a few fragments remain of Sappho's poetry, but these
exhibit a sincerity of expression in their combination of pas-
1. Wharton: Sappho, pp. 12-15.
2. Weigall: Sappho_ of Lesbo s , p . 2 ,

9sionate love and worship of beauty; they are "pervaded by such
love and sympathy for nature as is otherwise unknown to the an-
cient world"
•
u 1 The synthesis of emotion and the delicacy and
grace of the verse form creates poetry of most "exquisite melody
2
and of most enchanting images". The extant fragments of the
original nine books are few in number, the most noted being the
Ode to Aphrodite , The famed Joseph Addison of The Spectator
Papers gives us the "first reasoned criticism of Sappho and her
works in English when in Numbers 223, 229, and 233 of The
Spectator he says that 'among the mutilated poets of an-
tiquity there is none whose fragments are so beautiful as those
of Sappho 1 , and he describes her as 'not descending to those
little points, conceits and turns of wit with which so many of
our modern lyrics are so miserably infected. 1 " Again, he
said, "Her soul seems to have been made up of Love and Poetry.
She felt the Passion in all its Warmth, and described it in all
its symptoms. She is called by Ancient Authors the Tenth Muse;
and by Plutarch is compared to Cacus, the Son of Vulcan, who
breathed out nothing but Flame. "^
In Number 223 of The Spectator
,
Sappho is again referred to:
U I do not know, by the Character that is given of her Works,
whether it is not for the Benefit of Mankind that they are lost.
They were filled with such bewitching Tenderness and Rapture that
1. Peterson: Lyric Songs of the Greeks, p. 16.
2. Ibid., p. 17.
3. Cox: Sappho and the Sapphic Meter in English, p. 11.
Ibid. ..p. 11. ========
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it might have been dangerous to have given them a Reading.
"
x
In March, 1894, there appeared in The Atlantic Monthly an
article entitled The Sapphic Secret by Maurice Thompson. In
this he speaks of the "marvelous 1 verbal economy' of Sappho"
as well as "the sound of the words, the repetition of long vowels,
particularly o, the poetic imagery of the whole and the drowsy
cadence of the last two words", thus producing a "combination of
2qualities not surpassed in any language".
Mr. Weigall has proved in his book, i think it may be safe-
ly asserted, that Sappho was born in the year 612 B.C. in the
city of Eresos, or Eressos, on the island of Lesbos in the
Aegean Sea. Some part of her life, he claims, was contemporary
with that of the Buddha in India, and with the great Nebuchad-
nezzar in Babylon, while at the same time "in Israel the prophets
Jeremiah and Ezekiel were issuing their thunders". Rome was
"but an unimportant little city-state ruled by its primitive
kings". 5
Prom Ovid we learn that she was "six years of age when the
parental bones were watered before their time with her tears",
so it may be assumed that her father was killed in the war be-
tween the island of Lesbos and Athens.
As Sappho grew older she became involved in political plots
1. Pawkes: The Works of Anacreon (A translation), p. 177.
2. Cox: Sappho and the Sapphic Meter in English, p. 21.
3. Weigalli Sappho of Lesbos, p. 6.
4. Ibid., p. 2.
5. Ibid., p. 2.
6. Ibid
., p. 15.
_

at the behest of her brothers and her friends, notably the poet
Alcaeus. Twice she was banished -- once when she was nineteen,
and again when she was twenty- one. She wandered to Sicily,
where in the city of Syracuse she married a wealthy merchant
named Kercolas, or Cercolas. It is probably here that her
daughter Cleis was born. An ancient historian-1- informs us that
Sappho was early a widow, and Mr, Weigall asserts that, due to
"her wealth, her genius, and some sort of peculiar fascination
about her" she attained a "position of unrivalled leadership in
the literary, artistic, and social circles of Syracuse. 11 ^
After about five years of banishment she returned to Lesbos
where she began to gather around her young girls to whom she
taught the art of verse making, music, and dancing. One of them
was a "beautiful, fragile girl named Gyrinno or Gyrinna" , who
may probably be identified as the poetess, Erinna. Thus we see
Sappho the head of a school, or literary sect. Many rumors were
circulated about this group, but "the scandals surrounding this
school were apparently baseless."^
The legendary account of Sappho's death is tragic. At the
age of fifty-five she became passionately enamored of a handsome
young sailor named Phaon. In spite of the romantic attraction
of "being the chosen lover of the most celebrated woman of the
age
,
he grew tired of her and secretly departed on a ship from
1. Weigall j Sappho of Lesbos, p. 300.
2. Ibid., p. 91.
3. Ibid., p. 107.
4. Harpers Classical Dictionary, pp 1409-1410.
5. Weigall: Sappho of Lesbos, p. 304.
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Lesbos. Stunned by the blow, and actuated by jealousy, she de-
termined to follow him to Sicily. On the way she stopped at the
island of Leucas, famed for its little temple of Apollo standing
high on the Leucadian cliff. Here, supposedly in a frenzy of
despair at the thought of her age and the loss of Phaon's love,
she flung herself from the cliff. There is considerable litera-
ry evidence to substantiate this account. For example, there
exists a fragment of a poem by Anacreon, written a generation
after her alleged suicide, which reads: "Then I ascend the
Leucadian Cliff, and, drunken with love, dive into the white-
crested waves". Again, Suidas, an ancient historian and lexi-
cographer, concerning Sappho wrote: "She threw herself from the
Leucadian Cliff for love of Phaon of Mitylene"
•
1
Early in the Christian era much of Sappho's work was burned
by the Church, so that today we have only about one-twentieth of
the original nine books -- a mere six hundred lines, or frag-
ments of lines. It is interesting to note that two archeolo-
gists, Grenfell and Hunt, while excavating Graeco-Egyptian ceme-
taries in Egypt found several pieces of Sappho's work in the
scraps of old books and letters which were used in making the
papier -mache coffins of the period. 6 In quality and content these
•
fragments are comparable to the previously discovered lines of
Sappho.
Longlnus, in his essay On the Sublime, claims that Sappho
1. Welgall: Sappho of Lesbos
,
pp. 298-310.
2. Ibid., p. 321,

produces the sublime because she has the ability to select from
the circumstances of intense love as it really exists "those cir
cumstances which are most striking and effective and afterwards
to connect them together""*", as:
"Blest as the immortal gods is he,
The youth who fondly sits by thee,
And hears and sees thee all the while
Softly speaking and sweetly smile.
'Twas this deprived my soul of rest,
And raised such tumults in my breast;
For while I gazed, in transport tost,
My breath was gone, my voice was lost.
My bosom glowed; the subtile flame
Ran quick through all my vital frame;
O'er my dim eyes a darkness hung;
My ears with hollow murmurs rung.
The dewy damps my limbs were chilled;
My blood with gentle horrors thrilled;
My feeble pulse forgot to play,
f
I fainted, sunk and died away."
Continuing, Longinus asks: "Are you not amazed,my friend, to
find how in the same moment she is to seek for her soul, her
body, her ears, her tongue, her eyes, her colour, all of them as
much absent from her as if they had never belonged to her? And
what contrary affections she feels together I Hoy/ she glows,
chills, raves, reasons; for either she is in tumults of alarm,
or she is dying away. The effect of which is, that she seems
not to be attacked by one alone, but by a combination of affec-
tions.'^
Many authors have attempted to translate the original
1. Houston and Smith: Types of World Literature, p. 856.
2. Ibid.

Sapphic fragments, and some creditable translations exist --
many in the so-called "Sapphic meter". As an example of this
verse form, the following line reproduces the rhythmic effect of
the original Sapphic line: a succession of four trochees, with
a dactyl in the middle,
"Sappho's trochees march with a dancing dactyl"^
or, to illustrate the complete stanza form:
"Stamp in trochees two to a gliding dactyl;
Two more trochees trip to the turn; go back till
Verses three are trod. With the two feet blended
Strophe is ended. "2
Comparing this to an excellent translation of Sappho's Hymn to
Aphrodite , which for many years was one of the two Sapphic frag-
ments most frequently quoted:
"Come to me now, if ever in the olden
Days thou didst hearken afar, and from the golden
Halls of thy Father fly with all speeding
Unto my pleading",
we get a very clear illustration of this difficult verse form.
I feel, however, that literal translations^ best serve to
accent the delicate and lovely lyric quality that suffuses the
Sapphic fragments.
In the first group which I shall quote, her love of the
stars and moon is evident:
"Fragment III -
The stars about th > fair moon quickly hide
1. Miller: The Songs of Sappho, p. 4..
2. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
4. Brooks: Greek Lyric Poets.
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their shining face whenever, drawing nigh,
she most illumines the earth with silver
light.
Fragment LXIX -
Of all the stars the fairest (Hesperus).
Fragment XXXII -
The moon has set, and the Pleiads, and it
is midnight, and the hour goes by, but I
lie alone.
Fragment XXXIII -
The moon showed full, and the women stood
as though round an altar."
In the next group, we see her deep appreciation and observation
of nature:
"Fragment IV -
And round the cool water the breeze murmurs
through the apple boughs, and slumber
streams down from the quivering leaves.
Fragment XXV -
The messenger of spring, the sweet-voiced
nightingale
•
Fragment XI -
Their heart grew cold, and they droop their
wings (doves).
Fragment XXXV -
They say that Leda once found a hidden egg
hyacinth-white.
Fragment XLIX -
But I am a lover of daintiness, and my joy
in the light of the sun holds within it
things radiant and fair."

A devotion to music and the dance sings in the following group
"Fragment LXVII -
Par sweeter-sounding than the harp, more
gold than gold.
Fragment XXIX -
Come, divine lyre, make thyself vocal for
me •
Fragment XXXVII -
Hither now, ye delicate Graces and fair-
haired Muses."
Sappho's treatment of the love theme shows her intensely pas-
sionate nature:
"Fragment LIII -
Sweet mother, I cannot weave the web, for
I am overcome with love for a youth at the
will of delicate Aphrodite.
Fragment XXVIII -
Love again stirs my heart, like a wind
falling on the oaks upon the mountain.
Fragment LI -
Mayest thou sleep in the bosom of thy tender
love.
Fragment XVIII -
Maidens with rosy arms, and glancing eyes,
fair cheeks, and voice of honey.
Fragment XXVI -
Again does love shake me, love that makes
loose the limbs, the creature bitter-sweet,
resistless."
-4
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The next three fragments carry a poignant cry for the loss of
love, while the two succeeding ones sigh plaintively of the
unmarried state a delicate euphemism for our more modern
"old maid" or "spinster":
"Fragment XIII -
But of me thou hast forgetfulness
•
Fragment XIV -
Or thou lovest some other of mortals
rather than me.
Fragment XX -
I loved thee once, At this, long ago.
Fragment LVII -
Like the hyacinth which the shepherds
tread underfoot upon the mountains, and
its flower lies purple on the ground.
(Unwooed)
.
Fragment LVI -
Like the sweet apple which reddens upon
the top bough, at the top of the topmost
bough, but the gatherers forgot it, nay,
forgot it not utterly, but could not
reach it. n
and a hatred for death color the final two which I am
"Fragment LXV -
Maidenhood, maidenhood, whither hast
thou gone leaving me? Never more will
I come to thee, never more will I come*
Fragment LXXI -
Nostalgia
quoting:
Death is evil, the gods have so judged;
•
for if it were good, they would have
died."
Although Plato's critique on poesy, written a hundred odd
years after her death, was not directed at Sappho primarily,
nevertheless it is distinctly applicable to her: "He who with-
out the Muses' madness in his soul comes knocking at the door
of poesy and thinks that art will make him anything fit to be
called a poet, finds that the poesy which he indites in his
sober senses is beaten hollow by the poetry of madness"^-- for
the divine fire of genius, so closely related to madness,
motivates every lyric phrase and line attributed to the Lady of
Lesbos.
1. Housman: The Name and Nature of Poetry, p. 39.
«
CHAPTER III
A Modern Lyricist: Sara Teasdale
Just as Sappho 1 s poems reflect the age and culture in
which she lived, so does tne poetry of a modern lyricist, Sara
Teasdale, reflect the milieu of which she was a part. To me,
her poetry is so intertwined with her life that at least a casu-
al biograpnical sketcn is necessary in ordor to appreciate fully
the dynamic quality of her verses. As her emotional experiences
broadened her understanding, so h«r poetry gained in maturity of
ideation.
There is a homely saying that seems applicable to Sara
Teasdale — "scratcn a nesterner and you'll find a Ne* Englander' ,
for although she was born in St. Louis, Missouri, on August 8,
lb84, and spent her girlhood tnere, she was of New England an-
cestry. In fact, one of her forebears, Major Simon willard, was
a founder of Concord, Massachusetts, and botn paternal and
maternal ancestors had fought in the Revolutionary war. But
about 1850 both families had migrated to the Middle West. Her
grandfatner, on her mother* s side, was an owner of steam boats
on the Mississippi, and her father's father was a Baptist minis-
ter.
A distinct love for her home city is evident in her poetry;
for in Sunset she speaks of seeing her
*
" ••••• ....western city
Dream by her river",
and draws a vivid and colorful picture of St. Louis in the
lines
:
"Then for an hour the water wore a mantle
Of tawny gold and mauve and misted turquoise
Under the tall and darkened arches bearing
Gray, high-flung bridges."
Thus, briefly but beautifully, she describes a scene that is
familiar to any who have ever visited the city.
In Redbirds again we hear a nostalgic note as she recalls
a childhood memory of less urban surroundings:
"Redbirds, redbirds,
Long and long ago,
What a honey-call you had
In hills I used to know",
and the Missouri landscape appears as she tells of the
" proud river sweeping
Southward to the sea,
Brown and gold in the sun
Sparkling far below,
Trailing stately round her bluffs
V/here the poplars grow --"
Sara Teasdale was the youngest of a family of several
children; a rather delicate, lonely child, who, because of her
frailness, was cut off from boisterous play. Dreamy and imagi-
native, she was fond of making up stories in which the heroine
bore a striking resemblanc* to the young autnor. On account of
her ill health, her formal education was restricted to attend-
ance at a private scnool for girls, Hosmer Hall in St. Louis,
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from which she was graduated in 1903. Always an avid reader,
it ia interesting to note that she developed a youthful but none
the less serious interest in Sappho, collecting her poems and
studying her life zealously. So great was her zest in the sub-
ject that she became a master of the difficult Sapphic meter.
Tne influence of sappho can be clearly noted in her poems — in
mood, timbre, and tone color there are many points of resem-
blance. To any one who has read many of Sara Teasdale's poems,
there is something reminiscent in the short last line the
typical Teasdale "flick" as lovers of her poetry characterize
it — of the ending that is found in the original Sapphic stan-
za.
Two years after her graduation from Hosmer Hall — in 1905-
she traveled extensively in Europe, visiting Egypt, the Holy
Land, and Greece. In 1912, she again returned to the Continent,
spending a summer in Italy. This may account for the numerous
Italian references in her poems. Her first book, Sonnets to
Duse, was published in 1907, and was inspired by her intense
admiration for the great Italian actress, although she never
saw Eleanora Duse in the flesh. Her interest in the classic
tradition was heightened by her sojourn in Italy, although her
youthful research into the life of Sappho probably was responsi-
ble for her second book, Helen of Troy
,
published in 1911.
In 1914 she married Ernst B. Pilsinger, a foreign trade
expert and writer. With the publication of her next book,
4
Rivers to the Sea, her place in the American literary scene be-
came permanent, and in 1917 Love Songs appeared, the Pulitzer
Prize volume of the year. The third book associated with this
middle period of her writing is Flame and Shadow, published in
1920.
Prom 1926 to 1955 she published three more volumes: Dark
of the Moon
, 1926; a slim volume entitled Stars Tonight , which
appeared in 1950, shortly after her divorce; and Strange Victory
was published a few months after her death, which occurred in
January, 1955. Stars Tonight seems to inject a nev; note of
calmness and peace, hitherto unknown in her writings, as of a
soul who has passed through a titanic struggle and has attained
a philosophical sublimation. This bears the sub-title Verses
for Boys and Girls . She also edited an anthology
•
In her later years Miss Teasdale made her home in Net* York,
although her winters were spent in the Southwest. While some
of her poems are descriptive of places, they are "essentially
1
portrayals of mood, not places".
I think it is significant that she turned from poetry and
began to write the biography of Christina Rosetti in 1951, which
was scheduled for publication in the spring of the year she
died. In fact, she went to England in the summer of 1952 to ob-
tain additional material, and while in London became ill. Al-
though she recovered from this Illness — a serious pneumonia —
1. The Macmillan Company: Sara Teasdale.
1
it was "indirectly responsible for her death".
She was still convalescing from her sickness when she re-
turned to New York in September, 1932* A nervous breakdown
complicated her physical condition, and the last few months of
her life were spent in semi- invalidism under the care of a
nurse. An extreme despondency developed during the last few
days of her life, which ended on a tragic note, as she was found
dead in the bathtub of her Fifth Avenue apartment. Her divorced
husband was said to have been in Africa at the time of her
death.
Thus, at the comparatively early age of forty-eight years,
one of America's modern lyricists passed away. Possibly a fit-
ting epitaph might be chosen from many of her poems -- those
plaintively mournful stanzas that breathe a half-expressed but
none the less positive repugnance towards the thought of death
or age. To my mind, one such is found in the closing stanza of
Moonlight :
"The heart asks more than life can giv«,
When that is learned, then all is learned;
The waves break fold on jeweled fold,
But beauty itself is fugitive,
It will not hurt me when I am old."
1. The New York Times, January 50, 1955
1I
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CHAPTER IV
The Lyricism in Sara Teasdale's Early Work
Keeping in mind the simple definition of the lyric — s'a
type of spontaneous non-narrative poetry expressing in brief
form some passionate inner feeling"^ let us examine Sara
Teasdale's earliest poems for evidences of this lyric quality.
In her Sonnets to Duse, a small group published in 1907 when
she was twenty-three years old, and of which only a few appear
in her collected poems, we see the recurrent note of *'the grave
2
and faintly melancholy beauty* 1 that John Drinkwater speaks of
as being universal in all great poetry. The opening lines of
the first sonnet To Eleanora Duse :
M 0h beauty that is filled so full of tears,
Where every passing anguish left its trace,
I pray you grant to me this depth of grace:
That I may see before it disappears,
Blown through the gateway of our hopes and fears
To death's insatiable last embrace,
The glory and the sadness of you? face,
Its longing unappeased through all the years,"
express this attribute beautifully. Beauty seems to have an
affinity for youth. Youth is a time of high idealism, bright
hopes, and a true and untried faith. It is natural that a lover
of beauty should dedicate her earliest poems to one who typified
beauty and artistry in herself -- Eleanora Duse — and who must
have appealed to a girl as highly emotionalized and keenly ap-
preciative of beauty as Sara Teasdale ?/as.
1. Collier's National Encyclopedia, Volume 6, pp. 340-341.
2. Drinkwater t The Lyric f p. 39 _==== =_=_=_==

It is rather striking, too, that this, her first volume,
begins with this motif -- beauty; in this case the beauty of
the great Italian artiste's face. Beauty, I feel, was the dedi-
catory theme of Sara Teasdale's whole life. Even though her name
is popularly associated with love songs, I believe that love is
a subordinate theme, and that she emphasized beauty In her earli
er poems because it was her real thesis. In this first poem she
recognized this true beauty and wrote of the beauty of Duse's
face, because it is in the face that human beauty is centered.
We hear this characteristic quality repeatedly in the suc-
ceeding sonnets to Duse, for example, in To a Picture of Eleanora
Duse in "The Dead City" ;
"Your face is set against a fervent sky,
Before the thirsty hills that sevenfold
Return the sun's hot glory, gold on gold,
Where Agamemnon and Cassandra lie.
Your eyes are blind whose light shall never die,
And all the tears the closed eyelids hold,
And all the longing that the eyes have told,
Is gathered in the lips that make no cry.*
Moreover, there is a high-pitched intensity in the lines:
" the thirsty hills that sevenfold
Return the sun's hot glory, gold on gold
Where Agamemnon and Cassandra lie,"
as, in a few words, she says so much about Rome. Again, her
ability to express much in a few trenchant lines is seen in the
same poem when she cries:
"The cloud is rent that hides a sleeping race
And vanished Grecian beauty lives again."

In the following sonnet, as she describes Duse
:
"Alone as all the chosen are alone,
Yet one with all the beauty of the past",
she voices for us a universal truth, not applicable to Duse
alone, but a truth that transcends all time and space. In the
initial lines:
"Carved in the silence by the hand of Pain,
And made more perfect by the gift of Peace,
Than if Delight had bid your sorrow cease",
we feel the same high pitch of emotion, which carries over into
the third of the Duse sonnets, and continues the delicately
etched and perfectly phrased lyrical quality. In this sonnet
especially compelling are the lines:
"Oh flower- sweet face and bended flower-like head!
Oh violet whose purple cannot pale,
Or forest fragrance ever faint or fail,
Or breath and beauty pass among the dead
J
Oh face embowered and shadowed by this hair,
Some lotus blossom on a darkened streami"
Here she alludes to Duse's hair, as she did in the first sonnet
in the lines:
"Within the wild dark falling of your hair
There lies a strength that ever soars and sings."
It seems fitting at this point to speak of a strange paral-
lelism between Sara Teasdale's life and that of Duse. Not only
were both superb in their artistic media, but a similarity ex-
isted in their emotional experiences. Duse was estranged from
her loved one, D'Annunzio, the Italian poet, and felt it so
keenly that it affected her physical well-being. Sara Teasdale,
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as we learn from a biographical study, was divorced from her
husband, Ernst Pilsinger, a man whom she had loved tenderly and
deeply. Incidentally, in the poems of this early volume we find
words almost prescient of the unhappiness and sorrow that at-
tended her later life. In a little sonnet entitled To Joy
these lines occur:
"Tho» I shall walk in valley ways for long,
I still shall hear the echo of the song --"
and in musical verses, far lighter in tone, called Roses and
Rue ;
"Yea, wreathe the roses round my head
That wearies 'neath the crown of bay,"
and again:
"But we have brought a little rue
To twine a circlet for your hair."
The note of subjectivity appears In this earliest volume.
In To
(
Picture of Eleanora Duse as "Francesca da Rimini" , she
writes
:
"If ever I have pictured in a dream
My guardian angel, she is like to this,
Her eyes know joy, yet sorrow lingers there,
And on her lips the shadow of a kiss",
and in To JOff we find:
"My life Is measured by its one great height.
Joy holds more grace thai, pain can ever give,
And by my glimpse of joy my soul shall live."
This j oy , which is allied to beauty , is proven in her own words:
"And full of song and color is his place",
which exult in pure lyricism. This is shown strongly and ec-
««
statically in her later volumes, although tapering off to a sub-
dued and often somber tone in her last volume, Strange Victory
,
with but a sporadic touch of this earlier Teasdale, as, for
example, In the short poem Last Prelude when she cries:
"Once more let heaven clutch me, plunge me under
Miles on uncounted miles."
Sara Teasdale f s second book, Helen of Troy , was published
by Putnam in 1911, Louis Untermeyer says of it: "The volume is
full of an impulsive beauty, a delicate spontaneity that, con-
cerning itself little with poetic fashions and theories of form,
proceeds directly from the heart rather than the head.""'"
Helen of Troy contains many poems of varying length, from
the long dramatic monologue to a four-line fragment of alternate
five and six feet anapests* One of the poems, Guenevere , first
appeared in Reedy f s Mirror , a publication edited by Yifilliam
Marion Reedy in St. Louis, about the time that her first book,
Sonnets to Duse , was published.
The moods in this volume run the whole gamut of emotion --
from sustained, exalted intensity through poignant, ecstatic
longing to superficial, but truly lyrical, lightness. The
themes, too, range from familiar classic English tradition, as
for example, Helen of Troy, Sappho, Erinna, Gleis, Beatrice,
Guenevere, Marianna Alcoforando, and Keats, to the mere breath
of lightness as in Dew and to the almost facetious whimsicality
of The Kiss:
1. Untermeyer: The New Era In American Poetry f p.

"For though I know he loves me,
Tonight my heart is sad;
His kiss was not so wonderful
As all the dreams I had,"
In it, also, appear several poems that have New York as their
setting.
The volume is divided into three parts; Part I contains the
long dramatic monologues, Part II the love songs, and Part III
the sonnets and lyrics. I think Parts I and III are outstand-
ing, and the dramatic monologues, which are relatively long
compared to most of her short and lovely lyrics, are superb.
Louis Untermeyer says that the characters "are all made to live
in blank verse so musical it has almost a lyric intensity.
Classical in subject, their treatment is as modern as any ana-
lytical problem, the figures vitalized by an interpretation that
is free and penetrating.""*"
In them we find the richness, the color, the melancholy
beauty, the sadness, and the imagery of a great poet. I really
think if she had kept- to this thesis she would have far out-
shone, and lastingly so, Edna St. Vincent Millay and Elinor
Wylie. Beauty was her theme rich and colorful beauty, its
roots springing from the past; a beauty which, when combined with
love, reached an intensified plane of emotion the supreme in
poetry. Unfortunately, I feel she deviated from this motivating
force, thus overbalancing her work and departing from the golden
mean of Aristotle. The touch of genius, so unmistakable in her
1. Untermeyer: American Poetry Since 1900
, p. 207
.
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early work, tends to become weakened and lost in a maze of emo-
tionalism, although, in her later words, a maturity of concept
appears which redeems it.
As Louis Untermeyer has said (which I have quoted above),
her blank verse is very musical. We find in it "the passionate
inner feeling" named lyric by the ancient Greeks, because "it
could be sung to the lyre's accompaniment".^"
Helen of Troy begins in this vein, the exaltation almost
palpable as Helen speaks:
"Wild flight on flight against the fading dawn
The flames' red wings soar upward duskily.
This is the funeral pyre and Troy is dead
That sparkled so the day I saw it first,
And darkened slowly after"
,
and continues:
"
.1 am she
Who loves all beauty yet I wither it."
The brevity and conciseness of these lines are noteworthy, as is
the spontaneous quality of beauty that permeates them the
same beauty that seems to activate so much of Sara Teasdale's
poetry. When Helen asks:
"How could I leave the sound of singing winds,
The strong clean scent that breathes from off the sea,
Or shut my eyes forever to the spring?"
one feels an almost fierce exultation in her love of the primal
elements of "singing winds" and the salt air. Could any poet
better depict the beauty and charm of Helen than in the lines
following:
1. Collier's National Encyclopedia, Volume 6, p. 341.
<
"Till light turn darkness, and till time shall sleep,
Men's lives shall waste with longing after me,
For I shall he the sum of their desire,
The whole of beauty, never seen again.
I shall be haunting till the dusk of time
The heavy eyelids that are filled with dreams."
Her theme has been built up so perfectly that the climax is
flawlessly timed:
"I wait for one who comes with sword to slay -~
The king I wronged who searches for me now;
And yet he shall not slay me
AmcL he shall cry and catch me in his arms.
I shall go back to Sparta on his breast.
I shall live on to conquer Greece again!"
The triumph of beauty and love which transcends everything seems
to burst forth in these lines; forgotten are the ten long years
of battle and carnage, known to us as the Trojan War, and of
which the immortal Homer sang one thousand years before the
Christian era — forgotten, as a beautiful woman tells of her
beauty and her love.
These dramatic monologues could not be considered narrative
except in spirit, I think. Rather, they dramatize one episode
in the lives of these beautiful women Helen, Beatrice,
Guenevere, Marianna Alcoforando, or Erinna. Not truly lyrical,
nevertheless a lyric quality has been adapted to the mood of
classic restraint in each monologue; Sara Teasdale, with her
unerring poetic instinct, has utilized the meter blank verse-
as a fitting medium of expression.
In Beatrice , which pictures the death of Beatrice, the
«
beloved of Dante, her sure craftsmanship is unmistakable. The
whole feeling is one of medieval richness; the effect of re-
ligious coloring and beauty is comparable to that found in
Keats' poetry. Beginning on an intense and somber note, one can
well imagine that a dying, tragic woman is speaking:
"Send out the singers -- let the room be still;
They have not eased my pain nor brought me sleep,
Close out the sun, for I would have it dark
That I may feel how black the grave will be.
The sun is setting, for the light is red,
And you are outlined in a golden fire,
Like Ursula upon an altar- screen.
And Death stands waiting by the arras there."
It is fitting: the end of day, the end of Beatrice's life. A
single incident in a medieval setting, exquisitely portrayed
with all the richness and coloring and imagery that is associa-
ted with medievalism. Silently, we stand in the shadows of that
room as Beatrice reviews her life. With zhe philosophy of age
she speaks of her secluded girlhood in a Florentine palace, a
girlhood typical of the culture of which she was a part:
"For I, who die, could wish that I had lived
A little closer to the world of men".
Wistfully, she continues:
"Not watching always through the blazoned panes
That show the world in chilly greens and blues
And grudge the sunshine that would enter in.
I was no part of all the troubled crowd
That moved beneath the palace windows here,
And yet sometimes a knight in shining steel
Would pass and catch the gleaming of my hair,
And wave a maile'd hand and smile at me.
I made no sign to him and turned away,
Frightened and yet glad and full of dreams."
I
Then, with a poignancy and tinge of regret
:
"Ah, dreams and dreams that asked no answeringsl
I should have wrought to make my dreams come true.
But all my life was like an autumn day,
Pull of gray quiet and a hazy peace."
Sara Teasdale makes the scene very real, as Beatrice's confused
recollections focus on Dante's first sight of her. There is a
suggestion in these lines of the vision in The Paradiso of
Dante's Div ine Comedy as the aged woman resumes:
"What was I saying? All is gone again.
It seemed but now I was the little child
Who played within a garden long ago.
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And as I played, a child came through the gate,
A hoy who looked at me without a word,
As though he saw stretch far behind my head
Long lines of radiant angels, row on row.
That day we spoke a little, timidly,
And after that I never heard his voice; 11
The note of wistfulness deepens:
"He was content to stand and watch me pass,
To seek for me at matins every day,
Where I could feel his eyes, although I prayed.
I think if he had stretched his hands to me,
Or moved his lips to say a single word,
I might have loved him "
Beatrice breaks off, and calls with a new sharp tone of fear and
alarm:
"Ornella, are you there? I cannot see —
Is every one so lonely when he dies?"
Building up to a quick climax, maintaining an imagery very remin-
iscent of The Paradiso , she cries:
"Tne room is filled with lights -- with waving lights--
and the climax is reached as she asks:

"Am I not floating in a mist of light?
Oh, lift me up and I shall reach the sun!"
Although Dante's name has not once been actually mentioned, he
is an integral part of the mood. This is typical of Sara Teas-
dale's artistry.
In the third dramatic monologue, Mar ianna Alcoforando : The
Portuguese j un 1640-1725 , there is much which reminds me both
of Keats and Rosetti, For instance, in The Ble ssed Damozel
Rosetti says:
"The curled moon
Was like a little feather
Fluttering far down the gulf "
and Sara Teasdale writes:
"As when at twilight, with a soft surprise,
We see the new-born crescent in the blue;".
Again, in The Eve of St. Agnes, Keats refers to the cold in the
words
:
"St, Agnes' Eve Ah, bitter chill it was!
The owl, for all his feathers, was a-cold;
Numb were the Beadsman's fingers, while he told
His rosary, and while his frosted breath,
Like pious incense from a censer old,
Seem'd taking flight for heaven, without a death,
Past the sweet Virgin's picture, while his prayer he
saith," *
and Sara Teasdale says:
" Yet for me
Our Lady smiled while all the convent slept
One winter midnight hushed around with snow —
I thought she might be kinder than the rest,
And so I came to kneel before her feet,
Sick with love's sorrow and love's bitterness,
1. Cooke: Minor Victorian Poets, p. 215,
^^ampb^l^^Pyre^Weaver : Poetr_y__and 0^1ti^smJ^._fiRjv^_
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But when I would have made the blessed sign,
I found the water frozen in the font,
And touched sharp ice within the curving stone.
Then through the numbing cold, peace fell on me. u
While the monologue is in blank verse, the lyric quality of its
imagery and its theme -- peace in the convent after the disap-
pointment of a stormy love -- is pre-eminent. Lyric, too, is
Sara Teasdale's sympathetic treatment of human frailties, as the
lovely nun reflects on God's evaluation of earthly love:
"Upon the lips that say so many prayers,
And have no words for hate and none for love 1 ',
and we are aware of a Sapphic intensity in the words:
"Yet I have felt what thing it is to know
One thought forever, sleeping or awake;
To say one name whose sweetness grows so wild
That it might work a spell on those who weep;
To feel the weight of love upon my heart
So heavy that the blood can scarcely flow."
There is a distinct contrast between these lines and the three
closing lines:
"But I have seen my day grow calm again.
The sun sets slowly on a peaceful world,
And sheds a quiet light across the fields,"
Thus every bit of intense passionate emotion is withdrawn: the
color has faded and the sky is as ashes of roses.
In Guenevere there is a pervading lyric quality. The
tragic queen, speaking of her love for Launcelot -- that love
with its distressingly sad consequences -- declares:
"I was a queen, and I have lost my crown;
I am still beautiful, and yet what child

Would think of me as some high, heaven-sent thing,
An angel, clad in gold and miniver?"
The melancholy beauty of the queen's reminiscences as she re-
flects on Launcelot's very human weakness is pure lyric, and
indicative of Sara Teasdale's future as a poet in the Sapphic
tradition
:
"A queen should never dream on summer nights,
When hovering spells are heavy in the dusk: --
I think no night was ever quite so still,
So smoothly lit with red along the west,
So deeply hushed with quiet through and through.
And strangely clear, and sharply dyed with light,
The trees stood straight against a paling sky,
With Venus burning lamp-like in the west.
Quickly he came behind me
Erinna is the last of the dramatic monologues and voices
the dying farewell of this beloved pupil to Sappho, Erinna her-
self is a shadowy, tragic figure, whose poignant plight cap-
tured the imagination of Sara Teasdale, and who lives again in
the exquisitely phrased words of the poet, Erinna, research
reveals,^" was a friend and disciple of Sappho. She was
chained to her spinning wheel by her cruel mother and knew
"only the charm of existence through her imagination". She
was hardly more than a child when she died at the age of nine-
teen, and since but four existing lines of poetry are ascribed
to her, many critics question whether she ever lived.
In the poem Erinna we find the same quality of intensity
that characterizes the other monologues. The dying Erinna,
1. Harper's Classical Dictionary, p. 622.
<I
ardent in her devotion to Sappho and dreading the thought of
death with a passionate strength, cries:
" Go Sappho, go --
I hate your hands that beat so full of life,
Go, lest my hatred hurt you."
Later, a wistful timbre appears:
"He might have loved some other spring than this",
to be followed by che complete despair of:
"
.1 am Death's, not Love's.
Go from me, Sappho, back to find the sun.
I am alone, alone. 0 Cyprian "
Part II of this early volume strikes a distinctly gay and
light note, in strong contrast to the somber richness of the
longer poems of Part I. The verse form is principally that of
the typical lyric, consisting of two quatrains each. Subjec-
tive in tone, these love songs are gaily, sentimentally whimsi-
cal, very different indeed from the restrained beauty and ca-
denced sadness, that is almost too deep for tears, of the first
section. Read in sequence, there is a rather bewildering sense
of "let-down" -- a sudden drop from the sustained intensity of
the dramatic monologues that precede them. Many of these lyrics;
are delightful in their suggested emotions, but some are, in my
estimation, trivial, shallow, and cloyingly sentimental.
But Not to Me has an appealing singing quality that I find
especially enjoyable:
"The April night is still and sweet
With flowers on every tree;
t«
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Peace comes to them on quiet feet,
But not to me.
My peace is hidden in his breast
Where I shall never be,
Love comes to-night to all the rest,
But not to me."
Here we find the typical Teasdale "flick" at the end of each
quatrain that she uses so skillfully again and again. This versf
form is also found in Lord Byron's On Thi Day I Comple
Thirty -Sixth Year ; the identical fourth-line rhythm is used in
each of the ten quatrains
:
"'Tis time this heart should be unmoved,
Since others it have ceased to move:
Yet, though I cannot be beloved,
Still let me love!
Are mine alone!
A funeral pile. 1 ' 1
and so on
.
Sara Teasdale 's deep classical knowledge is evident even in
these lighter poems. Many and varied are her allusions to the
treasures of the past, as in The Wanderer , for example. In
these sixteen lines there is a wealth of vivid coloring and
imagery, as well as a striking contrast in the tone and mood of
the first and last stanzas:
"I saw the sunset-colored sands,
The Nile like flowing fire between,
Where Rameses stares forth serene,
And Ammon's heavy temple stands.
1. Campbell, Pyre, Weaver: Poetry and. Criticism, p. 288.
1
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But what to me are north and south,
And what the lure of many lands,
Since you have leaned to catch my hands
And lay a kiss upon my mouth."
This change in mood is characteristic of many of the short
lyrics; the first quatrain often "breathes a delicate yet mourn-
ful tone, to be followed by a light and whimsical twist at the
end of the second, as in May:
"The wind is tossing the lilacs,
The new leaves laugh in the sun,
And the petals fall on the orchard wall,
But for me the spring is done.
Beneath the apple blossoms
I go a wintry way,
For love that smiled in April
Is false to me in May."
In Less Than the Cloud to the /V ind there is a breathless-
ness in the swiftness of the piled up images, the lyricism being
heightened by the use of the dactyllic rhythm of the Sapphic
meter
:
"Less than the cloud to the wind,
Less than the foam to the sea,
Less than the rose to the storm
Am I to thee.
More than the stars to the night,
More than the rain to the tree,
More than the heaven to earth
Art thou to me."
Here, again, the last line utilizes the emphatic iambic "flick".
Over and over, Sara Teasdale uses natural phenomena to il-
lustrate her mood, as in November , where the dying year is com-
pared to the gradual cooling of an emotional experience.
i
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Of the half-dozen lyrics which have New York as a back-
ground, Central Park at Dusk seems to me to be most lyrical in
feeling. Here a familiar scene is presented exquisitely: all
the quiet and calm of the park is captured in a few deft words:
"Buildings above the leafless trees
Loom high as castles in a dream,
While one by one the lamps come out
To thread the twilight with a gleam.
There is no sign of leaf or bud,
A hush is over everything --
Silent as women wait for love,
The world is waiting for the spring."
The effective charm of her imagery makes a commonplace setting
sparkle frostily brilliant as tinsel snow, as in the line,
"To thread the twilight with a gleam."
In contrast to this poem is Ooney Island , which presents
another well-known locale in an unfamiliar guise. Dramatic in
its restrained feeling, its effectiveness is emphasized by the
suggested emotion -- the futility of recapturing a spent emotion
in the deserted setting in which that emotion had its inception:
"Why did you bring me here?
The sand is white with snow,
Over the wooden domes
The winter sea-winds blow --
There is no shelter near,
Come, let us go.
Alas, there cannot be
For us a second spring;
Come, let us go."
The very name — "Coney Island" -- is one that is associated
with summer: amusement concessions, noise, jangling music, a

pleasure-bent rowdy populace. But, instead, desolation is de-
picted: no crowds, no motion — only chill winds across a bleak,
empty beach only chill winds that enter into the soul. With
consummate art, Sara Teasdale has imbued the scene with a lyric
beauty as she describes how
"With foam of icy lace
The sea creeps up the sand,
The wind is like a hand
That strikes us in the face."
Part III -- Sonnets and Lyrics -- is Indeed lovely, and con*
tains a quantity of truly lyric material. Pour exquisitely
beautiful sonnets -- Primavera kia ( My Spring ), For the Anniver-
sary of John Keats ' Death , Tc an Aeolian Harp , and To Erinna —
establish the mood of this section; in fact, the titles of three
of these sonnets capture a lyric essence in their very sound.
The latter two, moreover, emphasize Sara Teasdale' s deep interesl:
in the classic theme.
In Primavera Mia she opens, as did Shelley in his Ode to
the West Wind, 1 with a reference to autumn as evidenced by the
falling leaves. Where Shelley writes:
"0 wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn's being,
Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves dead
Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing",
Sara Teasdale begins in a quieter vein:
"As kings, seeing their lives about to pass,
Take off the heavy ermine and the croun,
So had the trees that autumn-time laid down
Their golden garments on the dying grass."
1. Campbell, Pyre, Weaver: Poetry and Criticism of the Romantic
Movement
,
_
p. 482.
I
Shelley speaks of the "winged seeds" being driven "to their dark
wintry bed" until the wind of spring comes and blows
"Her clarion o'er the dreaming earth, and fill
With living hues and odours plain and hill",
and Sara Teasdale sings;
"For in my heart, far carried on the wind,
Your words like winged seeds took root and grew
And all the world caught music from your mouth".
Near the end of the ode, Shelley says:
"Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth!
And by the incantation of this verse,
Scatter
my words among mankind!
Be through my lips to unawakened earth
The trumpet of a prophecy I 0, Wind, g
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?"
In Sara Teasdale' s sonnet, the closing bears a distinct kinship
to Shelley's immortal verses, as well as to Swinburne's lines
in When the Hounds of Spring :
"Maiden most perfect, lady of light,
With a noise of winds and many rivers, 3With a clamour of waters, and with might".
Primavera Mia probably takes its title from the painting of the
great Florentine artist, Botticelli, (1478) which is hung in the
Academy at Florence. This -- his masterpiece and most widely
known work — pictures Spring and a companion, from whose mouth
flowers are falling. Apparently, it is to this that Sara Teas-
dale refers when she speaks of "winged v ords" which
1. Campbell, Pyre, Weaver: Poetry and Criticism, p. 482.
2. Ibid.
3.
_.floj>ke_s_.Min.o.r_ VJ^cjbo^an^P^ets, p_t ...403.

" took root and grew,
And all the world caught music from your mouth".
In the next sonnet, For the Anniversary of John Keats'
Death , she presents sympathetically a picture of Keats' grave
beneath "the moonlit cypress tree" in Italy, where Maia and
Selene, "weeping the unfinished hymns he made", move softly at
midnight. The mood created in these fourteen short lines is
distinctly reminiscent of the feeling of Shelley's Adonais ,^"
both in its spirit and in the treatment of the imagery used.
It is truly a sincere and tender tribute to Keats, beautifully
expressed:
"But they who wake the meadows and the tides
Have hearts too kind to bid him wake from sleep,
Who murmurs sometimes when his dreams are deep,
Startling the Quiet Land where he abides,
And charming still sad-eyed Persephone
With visions of the sunny earth and sea."
To an Aeolian Harp again illustrates the high-pitched in-
tensity of Sara Teasdale's poetry, as the title itself conjures
up a wealth of imagery. The words "Aeolian harp" connotes so
much that is lovely that we are prepared for the classic com-
pression and sheer breathlessness contained in the carefully
wrought sonnet form. The melancholy overtones fall on our ears
like the plaintive soughing of the wind, at times faint with a
half-expressed yearning for something inexpressibly precious and
unattainable, again loud as the ceasless twanging of the strings
of a harp. There is a nostalgic beauty evoked by the nuances
1. Campbell, Pyre, V'eaver: poetry and Criticism of the Romantic
Movement, p. 467.
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and timbre of her phraseology:
"The winds have grown articulate in thee,
And voiced again the wail of ancient woe
That smote upon the winds of long ago;
The cries of Trojan women as they flee,
The quivering moan of pale Andromache,
Now lifted loud with pain and now brought low.
It is the soul of sorrow that we know,
As in a shell the soul of all the sea."
In the last two lines she has put into words Matthew Arnold's
thought in Dover Beach :
" and bring
The eternal note of sadness in",
only Arnold was speaking of the sea itself and not the imaginary
sound of the sea as heard in the sea shell.
In the last six lines, with a magical weaving of her own,
Sara Teasdale suggests the skillful fingering ofan accomplished
harpist; she evokes the plaintive, nostalgic chords of a re-
membered melody, but adds the actual music of a song, as, with
her own Teasdalian thought, she brings from the past an ancient
measure to be sung by a modern singer:
"Unknown to him who sings, through lips that live,
The voiceless dead of long-forgotten lands
Proclaim to us their heaviness and wrong
In sweeping sadness of the winds that give
Thy strings no rest from weariless wild hands."
So, though the sonnet has ended, we are left with the sense of
tremulous melodic overtones ringing on through the ages, having
been captured for a brief moment in glowing words.
The last sonnet -- To Er inna -- is as delicately lyrical as
1. Cooke: Minor Victorian Poet s, p. _184
._
i(
these other sonnets that appear in this volume. Again she is
writing of the tragic maiden whose death she dramatized in the
monologue previously analyzed. The choice of words falls on
our ears with the same effect as the striking of the strings of
a lyre, leaving half-heard melodies resounding in our conscious-
ness long after the music ceases:
"Was Time not harsh to you, or was he kind,
0 pale Erinna of the perfect lyre,
That he has left no word of singing fire
Whereby you waked the dreaming Lesbian wind,
And kindled night along the darkened shore?*'
Referring to Erato -- sometimes called "the lovely one" -- the
muse of the lyric and of render, amorous poetry, who is usually
represented as crowned with roses and myrtle and with a small
1
lyre in her hands, she continues:
"0 girl whose lips Erato stopped to kiss,
Do you go sorrowing because of this
In fields where poets sing forevermore?
Or are you glad, and is it best to be
A silent music men have never heard,
A dream in all our hearts "
capturing in these words a fragile wistfullness tinged with a
truly melancholy beauty.
Sara Teasdale seems to have an instinctive feeling for the
right word in the right place, thus conveying a world of meaning
in a single phrase, as for instance, when she calls Erinna "a
silent music", a tacit recognition of the four brief lines that
are alleged to constitute all that remains of this tragic poet's
writings. Again, as she pens the phrase "in fields where poets
1. Harper's Classical Dictionary, p. 619.
(
\sing f oreverraore" we picture "the fair Elysian fields" of which
Horner sang, and the words "a dream in all our hearts" suggest
the eternal longing of the human heart for the ultimate beauty
that no man has ever actually perceived.
Classic in mood are the six quatrains
j
31eis , the baby
daughter of Sappho -- not stilted, however, but lovely and human
in its lyric tenderness and delicacy. There is an interesting
progressive rise and fall of intensity in this essentially lyric
composition. Beginning on a tranquil, peaceful plane, the mood
exhibits an increasingly intense movement until it reaches a
climax in the middle and then drops lower and lower, until at
the end it sinks to an even lower level than on which it started.
This may be graphically presented as:
It begins, like a muted melody:
"When the dusk was wet with dew,
dels, did the muses nine
Listen in a silent line
While your mother sang to you?"
The climax is reached in the third stanza, as this modern
Sappho sings:
"Did you feel her wild heart beat?
Did the warmth of all the sun
Through your little body run
When she kissed your hands and feet?"
r
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and then tapers off in the fifth quatrain, from passionate in-
tensity to a quiescent note of reverie, as she asks:
"Are the songs that soothed your fears
Vanished like a vanished flame,
Save the line where shines your name
Starlike down the graying years?"
Adroitly she contrasts two lyric thoughts in the last line.
"Starlike" has the shimmering silveriness of concentrated light,
while "graying" connotes a diffused and subdues luminosity --
that is seen through the length and space of time. Yet, quiet
as the mood of this stanza is, the last one, I feel, tapers off
to an even greater degree than the low tranquility of the open-
ing lines:
"Cleis speaks no word to me,
For the land where she has gone
Lies as still at dusk and dawn
As a windless, tideless sea."
There is beauty in these lines, but it is a beauty without move-
ment or color.
Sara Teasdale's reference to Sappho 1 s own tribute to her
daughter
:
" the line where shines your name
Starlike down the graying years..."
is as lyrically beautiful, in expression, as the original Sapphic
fragment -- on a broken tablet unearthed by archeologists --
which is the only time Sappho mentioned her daughter:
"I have a fair daughter, Cleis, the beloved,
in aspect like a golden flower, for whom I
would not take all Lydia or beauteous "*-
1. Brook s: Greek Lyric Poets, (Fragment LI I)
.
C
There is a sharp break in mood following these first poems
in Part III of this volume. With the exception of a single
poem, which I feel strikes an alien note, these lighter lyrics
are outstanding in craftsmanship and content.
Paris in Spring has all the verve and dash of the tradi-
tionally gay Paris of legend and the travel brochure; it
breathes the gaiety that has been associated with Paris until
this last dreadful era. There is a lilt in each line that
swings along like the flash of a silken petticoat:
"I know the Bois is twinkling
In a sort of hazy sheen,
And down the Champs the gray old arch
Stands cold and still between.
But the walk is flecked with sunlight
Where the great acacias lean,
Oh, it's Paris, it's Paris,
And the leaves are growing green. 11
Its gaiety is contagious! It contains a joyousness because of,
rather than in spite of, the rain that she sees falling a
joyousness that is accentuated as we read it, and think of
modern Paris, drab and sod in this year of war, 1941. But ever
that note of joie de vivre shines through, as in the last
stanza
:
"The sun's gone in, the sparkle's dead,
There falls a dash of rain,
But who would care when such an air
Comes blowing up the Seine?
And still Ninette sits sewing
Beside her window-pane,
When it's Paris, it's Paris,
And spring-time's come again."

In this section is a most appealing Christmas carol — a
vivid and colorful picture of the adoration of the Magi, ending
with a typical Teasdalian touch -- delicate and light:
"The angels sang through all the night
Until the rising sun,
But little Jesus fell asleep
Before the song was done."
With sure artistry she reconciles the majesty and awe attributed
to God the Father with the human and understandable qualities of
God the Son, the little Christ Child.
The Faery Forest reminds one, in its suggestion of frosty
whiteness, of Elinor Wylie's Velvet Shoes . 1
In the last poem in this volume, Twilight
,
again an unmis-
takable lyric note of longing appears, and serves as a fitting
close to the book:
"Dreamily over the roofs,
The cold spring rain is falling;
Out in the lonely tree
A bird is calling, calling.
Slowly over the earth,
The wings of night are falling:
My heart, like the bird in the tree,
Is calling, calling, calling."
1. Wylie: Collected Poems, p. 40

CHAPTER V
The Middle Period in Sara Teasdale's Writing
With the publication of Rivers to the Sea in 1915, Sara
Teasdale's reputation as a poet became established. These poem$
probably won more favorable comment than any of her later works
with the possible exception of Love Songs , published in 1917.
Regarding this volume, Louis Untermeyer says: "Direct,
eager, without ostentation or ornament, her lines move with a
patency all their own. Miss Teasdale has a genius for song.
These poems limiting themselves to two or three simple quatrains
contain more sheer singing than those of any American poet."-*-
And Marguerite Wilkinson says: "Her little songs, with their
often wistful and sometimes exultant beauty, are now cherished
2
by lovers of poetry wherever English is spoken." Again, speak-
ing of her earlier poems, this critic continues: "Her earlier
poems express a whimsical coquetry that is delightfully feminine
and rich in the innocent, inherited wisdom of girlhood In
the poems written a little later we find much more..... the in-
ward reaching of a woman's spirit toward that which she does not
yet know, the mystical and undefined longing for fulfillment,
like the longing of the branch for bud and blossom These
little vari-colored lyrics show that she has felt poignantly,
that she has shared the prescient and oracular moods of woman-
1. Untermeyer: American Poetry Since 1900, p. 208.
2. Wilkinson: New Voices, p. 278.
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hood, and has expressed them with a warmth and intimacy not in-
compatible with fine artistic restraint."^" In my estimation,
this note is stronger and deeper in this volume than in her
earlier work.
Love is the chief theme of this volume love in its many
and varied phases. We see the ecstacy of love, the buoyancy of
love, the birth of love, the mysticism of love, the craving or
yearning for love, the loss of love, the death of love, and the
2
ephemeralness of love. Many of these poems are sheer love songs,
emotional in thought and mood. Some are distinctly urban in
spirit, assuming the tone of their New York setting, while
others show a deep appreciation of nature.
In Sara Teasdale's collected poems, Rivers to the Sea is
divided into five parts, but the first poem, Spring Night , seems
to set the tone for the whole volume. The recurring phrase,
"0, beauty, are you not enough?
Why am I crying after love?"
apparently motivates the entire group of verses. New York fur-
nishes the background for this poem, with attention focused on
the lake in Central Park:
"Gold and gleaming the empty streets,
Gold and gleaming the misty lake,
The mirrored lights like sunken swords,
Glimmer and shake."
In these lines, Sara Teasdale's lyric pen vividly pictures a
commonplace scene and arouses connotations probably far removed
1. WiMnsoni New Voices, p. 279
2. Sneath: Lecture (July 1959)
c
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from her thoughts. For me, there is a manifestation of the
Arthurian tradition. The -words, "gold 11
,
"gleaming", and "sunk-
en swords" (a purely personal reaction, but expressive of some -
thing that many readers feel in Miss Teasdale's poetry) bring
to mind ideas that are not intrinsically in the poem itself.
In this first section are three poems characterized by
1
Mr. Untermeyer as each being "a flawless snatch". These are:
The Flight , The Swans , and A Prayer . Of these, and a few others
which occur later in the same volume, he says: "These are clear-
cut and eloquent, like rhymed Tanagras. They have the same deli-
cacy of design, strength of outline, and charm of gestures as
these exquisite figurines. Moreover, they have the same simplic
ity in the sharpness of their execution and appeal." He fur-
ther states that this simplicity of Miss Teasdale's is not so
naive as it seems to be, as in The Flight , for example:
"Look back with longing eyes and know that I will
follow,
Lift me up in your love as a light wind lifts a
swallow,
Let our flight be far in sun or blowing rain
—
But what if I heard my first love calling me again ?
Hold me on your heart as the brave sea holds the foam,
Take me far away to the hills that hide your home;
Peace shall thatch the roof and love shall latch
the door
But what if I heard my first love calling me once
more ?"
Here Sara Teasdale's genius has caught in her rhythms the very
essence of flight; the ardency of the words "Lift me up in your
1 .^Untermeyer : American Poetry Since 1900, p. 208.

love as a light wind lifts a swallow" actually gives the illu-
sion of soaring through space — which is probably achieved by
the use of the anapest (so skillfully utilized by Shelley in
The Cloud"'"). This sensation, however, is tempered and held in
check by the poignancy of the cry "But what if I heard my first
love calling me again '' — a definite Teasdale touch which she
uses repeatedly, adroitly harnessing her flights of fancy to a
very human -- and feminine practicality.
Another of the "flawless snatches" mentioned by Mr. Unter-
meyer is A Prayer :
Until I lose my soul and lie
Blind to the beauty of the earth,
Deaf though a shouting wind goes by,
Dumb in a storm of mirth;
Oh, let me love with all my strength
Careless if I am loved again."
Swans, the third of the poems in this section which is
called a "flawless snatch" by Mr. Untermeyer, is appealing in
its lyric loveliness. As in the first poem of the volume, New
York (and specifically, Central Park) serves as the setting.
The quiet beauty of the scene portrayed is accentuated by the
measured cadences of each line. Personally, I like it the best
of the three poems mentioned by Mr. Untermeyer^:
"Night is over the park, and a few brave stars
Look on the lights that link it with chains
of gold,
1. Campbell, Pyre, Weaver: Poetry and Criticism of the Romantic
Movement, p. 483
2. Untermeyer: American Poetry Since 1900-,- p . 208.

The lake bears up their reflection in broken bars
That seem too heavy for tremulous water to hold.
We watch the swans that sleep in a shadowy place,
And now and again one wakes and uplifts its
head 5
How still you are — your gaze is on my face —
We watch the swans and never a word is said."
It is evident that Miss Teasdale was greatly attached to Central
Park, as it is used as a background in so many of her poems.
That this particular spot in the Park was a favorite of hers
cannot be doubted, for I believe she is referring to this sim-
ple incident in a later poem published in her Love Songs (1917)
In this poem, November Night , in unrhymed meter, she writes:
" Look at the lak« —
Do you remember how we watched the swans
That night in late October while they slept?
Swans must have stately dreams, I think. But now
The lake bears only thin reflected lights
That shake a little. How I long to take
One from the cold black water — new-made gold
To give you in your handl And see, and see,
There is a star, deep in the lake, a starl
Oh, dimmer than a pearl — if you stoop down
Your hand could almost reach it up to me "
The last stanza of Deep in the Night gives us a glimpse of
the real Sara Teasdale: here is beauty combined with its sub-
ordinate qualities of love and longing:
"Love in my heart is a cry forever
Lost as the swallow »s flight,
Seeking for you and never, never
Stilled by the stars at night."
In The Fountain , by using sensuous images, she creates for
us a mood of intangible beauty. In her words — "the deep blue
4
night", the fountain, the milk-white swans on the marble rim of
the basin, "the satyr carved in stone", the dew on the ilex, and
the great white moon -- we sense a pulsating quietness, as of an
inner something reaching out and in I Am Not Yours there is a
Sappho-like cry of passion at the end an articulate longing
for love:
"Oh plunge me deep in love — put out
My senses, leave me deaf and blind,
Swept by the tempest of your love,
A taper in a rushing wind,"
Even when being whimsical or facetious there is an intensi-
ty in her expressions of beauty and of love. The poem Pierrot j
s
Song begins
:
"Lady, light in the east hangs low,
Draw your veils of dream apart "
Having set the mood, she continues:
"The petals are falling, heavy with dew,
The stars have fainted out of the sky,
Come to me, come, or else I too,
Paint with the weight of love will die."
The illusion of emotional depth, however, is destroyed in the
final couplet:
"(She comes — alas-> I hoped to make
Another stanza for her sake!)
In these lines, written for a picture by Dugald Walker, vs e sens(
very clearly the greatness of her power, if a mere picture coulc
evoke such exquisite fantasy and lyricism
In this book, Rivers to the Sea , for the first time a new
note is struck ; a note that is to grow more frequent in the
4
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poems that follow. Death is pictured as the destroyer of life,
and so of beauty and love. Sara Teasdale has mentioned death
before in her poems, but Impersonally j now her allusions reflect
a distinctly personal attitude. When she wrote of death in rela-
tion to other women -- women long dead, like Eleanora Duse, Helen
of Troy, Beatrice, Erinna and Sappho — her treatment was primar-
ily objective, even though she was, as a poet, Identifying her-
self with these lovers of beauty. But now she becomes subjective,
as if she realized, for the first time, that Sara Teasdale will
experience death, too. Thus we find a poignant reference to the
shortness of life and love in the last quatrain of Come :
"Come, for life is a frail moth flying
Caught in the web of the years that pass,
And soon, we two, so warm and eager,
Will be as the gray stones in the grass."
There is a possibility, of course, that this plaintive cry may be
merely a mood induced by her reflections on the ephemeralness of
love and the smoothly flowing rhythm of her words. That death
was present in her thoughts occasionally, however, is seen in
another poem, The India Wharf , in the line:
"I only felt alive, defiant of all death and sorrow...."
and again in Longing we find a stronger and plainer allusion,
shadowed by a faint repugnance:
"I am not sorry for my soul
That it must go unsatisfied,
For it can live a thousand times,
Eternity is deep and wide*
*
I am not sorry for ray soul,
But oh, my body that must go
Back to a little drift of dust
Without the joy it longed to know."
That Sara Teasdale loved beauty is clear. Rivers to the
Sea contains many verses of pure lyric quality without utilizing
the love theme, written in a less intense vein, as in April ;
"The roofs are shining from the rain,
The sparrows twitter as they fly,
And with a windy April grace
The little clouds go by.
Yet the back-yards are bare and brown
With only one unchanging tree
—
I could not be so sure of Spring
Save that it sings in me,"
and again, in Dusk in June :
"Evening and all the birds
In a chorus of shimmering sound
Are easing their hearts of joy
For miles around.
The air is blue and sweet,
The few first stars are white
Oh let me like the birds
Sing before night"
•
Part II of this volume begins with Indian Summer , four
stanzas written in the Sapphic meter — a rhythm which she per-
fected and used consummately:
"Lyric night of the lingering Indian summer,
Shadowy fields that are scentless but full of singing,
Never a bird, but the passionless chant of insects
Ceaseless, insistent."
Here her artistry has transmuted to lyrical loveliness a common-
place scene*
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In The Sea Wind , the second poem in this section, she be-
gins rather tritely, but with the third line she attains an ef-
fect that is sheerly beautiful:
"I know the stars and the stately moon
And the wind that runs with rippling shoon --
But why does it always bring to me
The far-off, beautiful sound of the sea?
The marsh-grass weaves me a wall of green,
But the wind comes whispering in between,
In the dead of night when the sky is deep
The wind comes waking me out of sleep --
Why does it always bring to me
The far-off, terrible call of the sea?"
Imagery and music are blended so perfectly that the reader iden-
tifies himself with the personified pool, particularly in the
musical couplet:
"In the dead of night when the sky is deep
The wind comes waking me out of sleep "
The recurring refrain, too, accents the lyricism, bringing in,
as it does, a plaintively melancholy note.
The Cloud is similar to The Sea Wind in mood, verse form,
and meter. There is a sense of swift movement in the lyric,
culminating in the lines:
"Nothing can tame me, nothing can bind,
I am a child of the heartless wind —
But oh, the pines on the mountain's crest
Whispering always, 'Rest, rest'."
The Poorhouse
,
Doctors , and The Inn of Earth are in a far
different mood; in these, unhappiness and sorrow are the dominant
themes. Different, too, is a rather long poem in iambic pentam-
eter, The Mother of a Poet.
4
One of Sara Teasdale's chief attributes as an artist is her
ability to etch in the space of a few short lines a complete
mood, in Twilight we find an excellent example of this, and in
Night in Arizona she prolongs this same quality so that in three
quatrains we feel the immensity of the night picturing, even
as she does, a beauty that hurts. Again and again we are amazed
at her uncanny skill in making articulate emotions and thoughts
that we have experienced. Possibly her poetry is not great poetrjr
but it is never cheap or common. To my mind it is analogous to
the place held by Drdla's Souvenir in music — hauntingly lovely
and lambent. This quality is discernable in Over the Roofs in
the third section of the volume. Over the Roofs is really a
group of four shorter poems, emcompassing a variety of emotions -
assurance, pity, exultation, and heartbreak. There is a musical
swiftness and lyric lightness in the closing poem of the group:
"But over the roofs there came
The wet new wind of May,
And a tune blew up from the curb
Where the street-pianos play."
She uses the device of the street piano to establish a mood again
in another poem. In Flame and Shadow, a volume published in
1920, we find in Nightfall , a restrained and wistful three-stanza
poem, this same thought:
"I sit and think of it all,
And the blue June twilight dies —
Down in the clanging square
A street-piano cries
And stars come out in the skies"
•
i
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Part IV of Rivers to the Sea contains one long poem, Prom
the S«a, and a collection of short descriptive poems which she
has called Vignettes Overseas * In the long poem is expressed
the inward reaching of a woman's soul for the unknown lover, as
seen in retrospect:
"Yet when I heard your name the first far time
It seemed like other names to me, and I
Was all unconscious, as a dreaming river
That nears at last its long predestined sea".
Possibly it is from this figure of speech that she has evolved
the title of the book, Rivers to the Sea . Again, she says:
"But long before I ever heard your name,
Always the undertone's unchanging note
In all my singing had prefigured you,
Foretold you as a spark foretells a flame".
Joyously, exultantly, in love and beloved, she captures again
the same lilting spirit that permeated her first book a liquicj^,
lyric joy:
"Yet I was free as an untethered cloud
In the great space between the sky and sea,
And might have blown before the wind of joy
Like a bright banner woven by the sun"«
The closing section serves as an example of plain, lyric distil-
lation. It compares in quality and lyric beauty with the lines
previously quoted from Guenevere :
"A queen should never dream on Bummer nights
When hovering spells are heavy in the dusk "
but what was only indicated in the earlier poem is now crystal-
lized. Personal experience has enriched and enhanced the emo-
**
tions phrased so lyrically:
"For us no starlight stilled the April fields,
No birds awoke in darkling trees for us,
Yet where we walked the city f s street that night
Pelt in our feet the singing fire of spring,
And in our path we left a trail of light
Soft as the phosphorescence of the sea
When night submerges in the vessel 1 s wake
A heaven of unborn evanescent stars,"
In her Vignettes Overseas we find again t«o more poems desig
nated by Mr. Untermeyer as "flawless snatches'* 1 — Capri and
Night Song at Amalf
1
— both cf which plumb the depths of love.
The second of these is eloquent in its restrained emotion
j
"I asked the heaven of stars
What I should give my love —
It answered me with silence,
Silence above.
I asked the darkened sea
Down where the fishers go
It answered me with silence,
Silence below.
Oh, I could give him weeping,
Or I could give him song
But how can I give silence
My whole life long?"
The fifth, and final, section of Rivers to the Sea is com-
posed of a single long poem in blank verse entitled Sappho . In
its two hundred and twenty-four lines is found much of the lyric
intensity that Louis Untermeyer declares is a quality of Sara
Teasdale's Blank verse. ^ Relating the legend of Sappho's death -
tier leap into the sea from the Leucadian rock because of her un-
2
requited love for Phaon (a legend which, incidentally, lacks
1. Untermeyer: American Poetry Since 1900, p. *08.
^ojyyLe_rJ-& JJiLt4jaBa3,=£BSj£gloped ia , Vol. 9, p. 65.=
*
confirmation), Miss Teasdale carries us beyond this point and
tells the romantic story of her rescue by Cercolas, the master
of a great sailing ship, and of their love:
"There on the ship with wines and olives laden,
Led by the stars to far invisible ports,
Egypt and Islands of the inner seas,
Love came to me, and Cercolas was love."
Beginning with Sappho's decision to end her life because of
Phaon's attitude, Miss Teasdale has attained a lyric note that
bears comparison with both Shakespeare and Swinburne, The line:
"There shall be swallows bringing back the spring"
has a kinship with those verses of Shakespeare's which one
1
critic, has claimed to be "the most beautiful speech in all
Shakespeare"
:
Daffodils
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty. 1" 2
and again with Swinburne's Itylus :
"Swallow, my sister, 0 sister shallow,
How can thine heart be full of the spring?
What 'last thou found in the spring to follow..." 3
As Sappho is soliloquizing on the various motives which people
will claim as the cause of her death she remembers happier times.
With a quietly lyrical grace, she thinks:
"They shall remember how we used to walk
Here on the cliff beneath the oleanders
In the long limpid twilight of the spring,
L. Spencer: Lecture, May 1939.
I. Shakespeare: A Winter's Tale, Act IV*
5. Cooke t Minor Victorian Poftta, p. 428«
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Looking toward Lemnos, where the amber sky
Was pierced with the faint arrow of a star."
Then, her decision made, she says:
"The breath of dawn blows the stars out like lamps,
There is a rim of silver on the sea,
As one grown tired who hopes to sleep, I go."
But Sappho does not die. The second part of the poem recounts
her rescue by Cercolas; but lovely as this is, it is in the
third part that the highest lyric beauty of the poem makes its
appearance. Breathing a great, but quiet, happiness, in this
section Sappho describes her love for her baby daughter, Cleis.
Dramatic only because of the sharp contrast to the turbulent,
distraught woman of the opening lines, the poem strikes a note
of happiness veiled in tenderness:
"The twilight's inner flame grows blue and deep,
And in my Lesbos, over leagues of sea,
The temples glimmer moon-wise in the trees.
Twilight has veiled the little flower-face
Here on my heart, but still the night is kind
And leaves her warm sweet weight against my breast."
Later, apostrophizing Aphrodite, for whom she always made her
songs, she cries:
"Ah, Aphrodite, if I sing no more
To thee, God's daughter, powerful as God,
It is that thou hast made my life too sweet
To hold the added sweetness of a song",
and then continues, with these lovely lines:
"There is a quiet at th@ heart of love,
And I have pierced the pain and come to peace.
I hold my peace, my Cleis, on my heart;
And softer than a little wild bird's wing
Are kisses that she pours upon my mouth."

With passionate tenderness Sappho evaluates the worth of her
daughters love;
"Now have I found the peace that fled from me;
Close, close against my heart I hold my world."
and ends on a note of exultant renunciation in these loveliest
of lines:
"Ah, Love that made my life a lyric cry,
Ah, Love that tuned my lips to lyres of thine,
I taught the world thy music, now alone
I sing for one who falls asleep to hear."
Limpidly lovely, the blending of mood, theme, and medium of
expression result in an harmonious whole.
In 1917, Sara Teasdale's book of verses, Love Songs was
published. It was acclaimed by both critics and the public, and
netted the author $1000 in prize money — the $500 prize of the
Poetry Society that Columbia University offered for the best
book of poems by an American published during the year 1917,
and the Pulitzer prize for the book of poems deemed the best of
the year, carrying with the honor another award of ^>500« This
slim volume was so popular that five editions were published
during the next year, and there have been two subsequent editions
The critics have been so lavish in their praise of Love
Songs that little remains to be said. Though the majority of
the poems maintain a lyric exumberance, there is, in my estima-
tion, a slight dimming of the joyousness which was so much a
part of her earlier work. Certain of her songs give an im-
<
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pression of unhappiness, in spite of their lyric ardor.
Of special note is her dedicatory sonnet, "To E," Added
to its exquisite craftsmanship, is the wealth of descriptive
phrases which gives an insight into Miss Teasdale»s wonderful
powers of observations and her ability to transmute personal
experiences into telling, pregnant English,
The graceful lyric, Barter is the first poem in the
volume, and the message:
"And for a breath of ecstasy
Give all you have been, or could be^"
seems typical of her underlying philosophy.
In Tides she seems to become personally analytical;
"Love in my heart was a fresh tide flowing
Where the starlike sea gulls soar;
The sun waskeen and the foam was blowing
High on the rocky shore
And the waves that rose in resistless yearning
Are broken forevermore^
"
while a nostalgic wistfulness blends with the Spring Rain as
she recalls:
"I thought I had forgotten,
But it all came back again
Tonight with the first spring thunder
In a rush of rain,"
When I first read the section called Songs Out of Sorrow
several years ago, I found their stark implications depressing.
Now, with a maturer outlook, I realize how sorrow and grief have
touched her life. In Wisdom we find a parallel thought to one
I
of Sappho 1 s fragments, Sara Teasdale says:
"When I have ceased to break my wings
Against the fault iness of things
When I can look Life in the eyes,
Grown calm and very coldly wise,
Life will have given me the Truth,
And taken in exchange — my youth,"
while Sappho says:
''Maidenhood, maidenhood, whither hast thou gone
leaving me?
Never more will I come to thee, never more will
I come?"
In Wood Song , we glimpse the early Sara Teasdale through
the note of suffering which we are beginning to associate with
this middle period of her writing:
"I heard a wood thrush in the dusk
Twirl three notes and make a star
My heart that walked with bitterness
Came back from very far*
Three shining notes were all he had,
And yet they made a starry call —
I caught life back against my breast
And kissed it, scars and all, w
3ut in To-Night , the young, vibrant, joyous lyricist returns, as
she sings this utterly feminine love song:
"The moon is a curving flower of gold,
The sky is still and blue ;
The moon was made for the sky to hold,
And I for you.
The moon is a flower without a stem,
The sky is luminous;
Eternity was made for them,
To-night for us. w
U Brooks: Greek Lyric Poets,
.
(Fragment LXV)
<
Again we hear the old "flick" the short line ending each
quatrain: "And I for you".
Possibly the loveliest poem in the volume is The Lamp —
a thoughtful, personal utterance, written in the Sapphic meter.
Not a little of its charm is due to the fact that it is a beau-
tiful and tender tribute to a loved one:
"If I can bear your love like a lamp before me,
When I go down the long steep Road of Darkness,
I shall not fear the everlasting shadows,
Nor cry in terror.
If I can find out God, then I shall find Him,
If none can find Him, then I shall sleep soundly,
Knowing how well on earth your love sufficed me,
A lamp in darkness."
Love Songs ends with November Night (which I have previously
referred to), a lengthy monologue written in blank verse. Inci-
dentally, this is the last time we find this metrical form among
her published poems. There is a pensive lyricism in every line,
particularly towards the end, as she muses:
"There was a new frail yellow moon tonight —
I wish you could have had it for a cup
With stars like dew to fill it to the brim...."
culminating in the closing lines:
"I used to wonder how the park would be
If one night we could have it all alone --
No lovers with close arm-encircled waists
To whisper and break in upon our dreams.
And now we have it I Every wish comes truel
We are alone now in a fleecy world;
Even the stars have gone. We two alone Jw
The third volume of poems associated with the middle period
i

of Sara Teasdale's life is Flame and Shadow
,
published in 1920.
In this we find depths of meaning, feeling and expression, rich
and poignant utterance, with her songs fuller and more resonant,
showing physical pain. 1 it is undoubtedly the finest of all the
books we have considered, containing by far the greatest number
of poems. Divided into twelve sections of varying lengths, she
has grouped certain poems under specific sub-titles: Section II,
she has called Memories ; Section IV In a Hospital ; Section VI
The Dark Cup ; Section IX By_ the Sea ; and the final section - XII-
Songs for Myself .
In the first poem of the volume, Blue Squills , she reverts
to that love of beauty which dominated her earliest published
work. This is especially evident in the third and fourth stanzas'
but the familiar Teasdale artistry boasts a more impassioned
vigor:
"Oh burn me with your beauty, then,
Oh hurt me, tree and flower,
Lest in the end death try to take
Even this glistening hour.
0 shaken flowers, 0 shimmering trees,
0 sunlit white and blue,
Wound me, that I through endless sleep,
May bear the scar of you."
In spite of the vitality of the poems in this first short
section, however, there Is a melancholy undercurrent that runs
through it. In What Do I Care? , we find:
"But what do I care, for love will be over so soon,
Let my heart have Its say and my mind stand idly by..,
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The stark despondency of these lines is like a withering breath.
Other poems manifest this same unhappiness# In Meadowlarks we
sense it in the lines:
"What have I to fear in life or death
V/ho have known three things "
again, in I Have Loved Hours at Sea , we hear it in:
"I have loved mucn and been loved deeply —
Oil when my spirit "s fire burns lo..,
Leave me the darkness and the stillness,
I shall be tired and glad to go,"
and in the lovely August Moonrise , it haunts us in the closing
verses
:
"And though I must give my breath
And my laughter all to death,
If all must leave me and go back
Along a blind and fearful track
If my soul must go alone
Through a cold infinity,
Or even if it vanish, too,
Beauty, I have worshipped you."
The tendency to morbidness, however, is blended with a beauty of
lyric expression and imagery that endows it with a spiritual
vivacity. For example, in August Moonrise , a descriptive pas-
sage pictures the s..allows in these lovely lines:
"I heard them twitter and watched them dart
Now together and now apart
Like dark petals blown from a tree:"
and the color expressed a little later is breath-taking, as we
read:
"And the hazy orange moon grew up

And slowly changed to yellow gold
While the hills were darkened, fold on fold
To a deeper blue than a flower could hold."
A Sappho-like ardency sounds in the lines:
"For night-scents, heady, and damp and cool
Waked ecstasy in rae
On the brink of a shining pool,"
and in:
"0 Beauty, out of many a cup
You have made me drunk and wild
Ever since I was a child."
In the second section, which she has titled Memories , Sara
Teasdale voices for us in graceful and musical phrases word pic-
tures of her home in St. Louis, where she was born. A nostalgia
is present in the sweet singing lyrics that breathe her love
for her "western city", as in the first stanza of Places :
"Places I love come back to me like music,
Hush me and heal me when I am very tired;
I see the oak woods at Saxton's flaming
In a flare of crimson by the frost new fired;
And I am thirsty for the spring in the valley
As for a kiss ungiven and long desired."
In Redbirds
,
deftly she pictures for us the Mississippi flowing
past its bluffs, and the trees and birds indigenous to this
region, the while her words sing a musical accompaniment:
"Redbirds, redbirds,
Long and long ago,
What a honey-call you had
In hills I used to know;
Redbud, buckberry,
Wild plum-tree,
And proud river sweeping
Southward to the sea,
1
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Brown and gold in the sun
Sparkling far below,
Trailing stately round her bluffs
Where the poplars grow --
Redbirds, redbirds,
Are you singing still
As you sang one May day
On Saxton's Hill?"
Evidently the month of May and May Day were very dear to Miss
Teasdale, for she repeatedly uses them to motivate her poetry.
In Sunset , with the sub-title St « Louis , she limns a lovely,
impreosionistic picture — her artistry with words as vivid and
colorful as the pigments of a painter on canvas:
"Hushed in the smoky haze of summer sunset,
When I came home again from far-off places,
How many times I saw my western city
Dream by her river.
Then for an hour the water wore a mantle
Of tawny gold and mauve and misted turquoise
Under the tall and darkened arches bearing
Gray, high-flung bridges.
Against the sunset, water-towers and steeples
Flickered with fire up the slope to westward,
And old warehouses poured their purple shadows
Across the levee.
High over them the black train swept with thunder,
Cleaving the city, leaving far beneath it
Wharf-boats moored beside the old side-wheelers
Resting in twilight,"
In this section, too, is found that favorite of anthologists
The Coin — each line as clearly defined as a newly minted silver
<3oin, as she revels in the joy of a remembered beauty:
"Into my heart's treasury
I slipped a coin
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That time cannot take
Nor a thief purloin --
Oh, better than the minting
Of a gold-crowned king
Is the safe-kept memory
Of a lovely thing.
*
A distinct change of mood characterizes the third section,
as love "becomes the theme. Subdued and quiet in tone, it dif-
fuses a Sappho-like quality.
Day and Night recounts the paradox of separation from a
loved one — the -oneness" of feeling in spite of physical parti
tion. Biographical data informs us that her husband was engaged
in foreign trade and spent a great deal of time abroad. The
mysticism of love is clearly felt in these lines:
"In Warsaw in Poland
Half the world away,
The one I love best of all
Thought of me tod.^y;
I know, for I went
Winged as a bird,
In the wide flowing wind
His own voice I heard."
Gray Eyes again conveys in a restrained intensity, a tribute to
her husband. Love is the inspiration, but a comparison between
the love she now feels and that expressed in her earlier work
shows a depth and sincerity previously lacking — a mood has be-
come a dominant influence
:
"It was April when you came
The first time to me,
And my first look in your eyes
Was like my first look at the sea*

We have been together
Pour Aprils now
Watching for the green
On the swaying willow bough;
Yet whenever I turn
To your gray eyes over me,
It is as though I looked
For the first time at the sea."
A tinge of sadness colors The Mystery , a sadness due to the les-
son taught by time that in spite 6f companionship or love an in-
dividual may remain inherently lonely:
"Your eyes drink of me,
Love raak^s them shine,
Your eyes that lean
So close Co mine....
The spirit eludes us,
Timid and free --
Can I ever know you
Or you know me?"
The use of the staccato stanza line is rather attractive.
Her next group of poems, In a Hospital , expresses many emo-
tions — sadness, a feeling of revolt at the briefness of beauty,
actual physical pain, and a tacit resignation towards death, in-
duced by the consolation of visible beauty. The New Moon has the
hushed reverence of a whispered prayer:
"Day, you have bruised and beaten me,
As rain beats down the bright, proud sea,
Beaten my body, bruised my soul,
Left me nothing lovely or whole
Yet I have wrested a gift from you,
Day that dies in dusky blue
:
For suddenly over the factories
I saw a moon in the cloudy seas —
A wisp of beauty all alone
In a world as hard and gray as stone
«*
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Oh who could be bitter and want to die
When a maiden moon wakes up in the sky?"
Her keen appreciation of the transitory nature of beauty, and
the permanency of death, is manifest in Lost Things , while the
metaphorical aptness of expression in The Broken Field is heart-
breaking:
"My soul is a dark ploughed field
In the cold rain;
My soul is a broken field
Ploughed by pain.
Where grass and bending flowers
Were growing,
The field lies broken now
For another sowing.
Great Sower, when you tread
My field again,
Scatter the furrows there
With better grain."
There is a maturity in these lines far removed from her earlier
poems, although the lyricism retains a youthful verve. This age-
less quality is seen in the next few sections, in spite of the
repressed vein in which they are couched. The first poem, Spring
Torrents , carries overtones of beauty so palpable that it hurts:
"Will it always be like this until I am dead,
Every spring must I bear it all again
With the first red haze of the budding maple boughs,
And the first sweet- smelling rain?
Oh I am like a rock in the rising river
Where the flooded water breaks with a low call —
Like a rock that knows the cry of waters
And cannot answer at all."
An unhappy cry, beautifully articulated, sets the mood for Night-
fall:

"We will never walk again
As we used to walk at night,
Watching our shadows lengthen
Under the gold street-light
When the snow was new and white,"
while in It Is^ Not a Word the expressed longing in the lines:
"But only a hush of the heart
That has too much to keep,
Only memories waking
That sleep so light a sleep"
accentuates the silence of the tragic cry.
Memory stirs in The Nights Remember , as the musical meter
subtly links simile and actuality:
"The days remember and the nights remember
The kingly hours that once you made so great,
Deep in my heart they lie, hidiLen in their splendor,
Buried like sovereigns in their robes of state.
Let them not wake again, better to lie there,
Wrapped in memories, jewelled and arrayed —
Many a ghostly king has waked from death-sleep
And found his crown stolen and his throne
decayed."
The sixth section, The Dark Cup , contains one of my favorite
lyrics -- May Day . Here all five senses are utilized in this
appeal to the beauty of the May, a recurrent theme of hers, as I
ave already intimated. In the last delicate stanza her love of
beauty reaches a height that engenders a feeling of despair for
the future lest she shall not live to experience another May Day:
"For how can I be sure
I shall see again
The world on the first of May
Shining after the rain?"
The melancholy undercurrent that pervades so many of her
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most lyric passages is heard in A Little While , but here it is
intensified by her plaint on the hopelessness of future life:
"A while these nights and days will burn
In song with the bright frailty of foam,
Living in light before they turn
Back to the nothingness that is their home".
In quick contrast, we find The Wine, in which her pagan love of
beauty surges upward as an escape from death;
rt I cannot die, who drank delight
From the cup of the crescent moon,
And hungrily as men eat bread,
Loved the scented nights of June.
The rest may die — but is there not
Some shining strange escape for me
Who sought in Beauty the bright wine
Of immortality?"
The melancholy strain again recurs in A Cuban Garden and adds to
the vividly-colored, exotic scene an ominous sign. Is it per-
haps a growing realization of the death of love, or even a fore-
shadowing of death itself? We know that slightly more than ten
years elapsed between the publication of the volume in which this
poem appeared and her death, which occurred about four years
after her divorce, so we may possibly attribute to it a prescience
of coming sorrow:
"Hifeiscus flowers are cups of fire,
(Love me, my lover, life will not stay)
The bright poinsettia shakes in the wind,
A scarlet leaf is blowing away.
A lizard lifts his head and listens —
Kiss me before the noon goes by,
Here in the shade of the ceiba hide me
Prom the great black vulture circling the sky."
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A very similar poem, In the Wood, is found in a later book,
Dark of the Moon , which was published in 1926 t
"I heard the water-fall rejoice
Singing like a choir,
I saw the sun flash out of it
Azure and amber fire.
The earth was like an o en flower
Enamelled and arrayed,
The path I took to find its heart
Fluttered with sun and shade.
And while earth lured me, gently, gently,
Happy and all alone,
Suddenly a heavy snake
Reared black upon a stone."
In each are found exquisite word pictures: the first, exotic and
tropical, the second, quietly beautiful; and in each the final
image is one of startling contrast to the preceding mood — the
"great black vulture" and the "heavy snake".
The poems in the next section have as their locale Southern
California, and a lyric note of lightness appears in the first
poem, In Spring , Santa Barbara ;
"I have been happy t..o weeks together,
My love is coming home to me,
Gold and silver is the weather
And smooth as lapis is the sea..."
The delicate imagery, the deft use of color, and the dancing
meter serve the lyric thought well — "My love is coming home
to me". But the concomitant note of melancholy persists, in
spite of the graceful imagery, in the last stanza:
"High in the mountains all alone
The wild swans whistle on the lakes,
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But I have been as still as atone,
My heart sings only when it breaks".
Another aspect of nature fog is treated very effectively
in this section. In White Fog she shows us how:
"Heaven- invading hills are drowned
In wide moving waves of mist,
Phlox before my door are wound
In dripping wreaths of amethyst — "
and again,
" in a world without a sky,
Without the ground, without the sea..."
while in Gray Fog , with the delicate touch of an expert, just
as a Japanese artist paints with a few deft lines, she draws
a picture of beauty:
"A fog drifts in, the heavy laden
Cold white ghost of the sea —
One by one the hills go out,
The road and the pepper-tr-ee"
,
but it is not visual alone the picture we see -- it has a
tactile quality, as it presses upon us leaving us with a sense
of weariness so keen that, with the author, we droop in despair
"I put my head on my hands before me,
There is nothing left to be done or said,
There is nothing to hope for, I am tired,
And heavy as the dead. 4*
As, in her "fog" poems, certain senses are assailed, so in
Be lls we hear, with her, bells all over the earth proclaiming
the passing hours, bringing us closer to death and to eternity:
"At six o'clock of an autumn dusk
With the sky in the west a rusty red,
The bells of the mission down in the valley
Cry out that the day is dead.
i
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The first star pricks as sharp as steel —
Why am I suddenly so cold?
Three bells, each with a separate sound
Clang in the valley, wearily tolled.
Bells in Venice, bells at sea,
Bells in the valley heavy and slow —
There is no place over the crowded world
Where I can forget that the days go."
Truly, her ability to write beautiful, sad, poignant poetry
is remarkable; but with each published volume, we notice a new
depth and a growing maturity. Gone is the hauntingly melancholy
music of her earlier poems as in To an Aeolian Harp — that
was as light as a passing breeze, barely ruffling the reader's
emotions; instead, a definitely tragic note, frankly despairing
at times, has made its appearance. But that she is capable of
approximating that earlier lyric lightness that characterized
her first volumes is seen in the last poem in the section, Chance
,
which leaves a delicately etched image in our memories:
"You brought me even here, where I
Live on a hill against the sky
And look on mountains and the sea
And a thin white moon in the pepper tree."
The next section contains but three poems, based on a war
theme
.
Under the title Bv_ the Sea , we find a group of verses filled
•
with a throbbing love of the sea. As might be expected, the mel-
ancholy we have come to associate with her is evident. Much
beauty, much ecstasy, and much sadness is present in these
poems, as in Oh Day of Fire and Sun:
«
"Oh day of fire and sun,
Pure as a naked flame,
Blue sea, blue sky and dun
Sands where he spoke my name;
Laughter and hearts so high
That the spirit flew off free,
Lifting into the sky
Diving into the sea;
Oh day of fire and sun
Like a crystal burning,
Slow days go one by one,
But you have no returning."
The same passionate fervor, but tinged with nostalgia, is found
in I Thought of You:
"I thought of you and how you love this beauty,
And walking up the long beach all alone
I heard the waves breaking in measured thunder
As you and I once heard their monotone.
Around me were the echoing dunes, beyond me
The cold and sparkling silver of the sea
We two will pass through death and ages lengthen
Before you hear that sound again with me."
I feel that On the Dunes presents still another aspect of this
same mood. Love of beauty, love of the sea, and love of a be-
loved are all blended lyrically:
"If life was small, if it has made me scornful,
Forgive me; I shall straighten like a flame
In the great calm of death, and if you want me
Stand on the sea-ward dunes and call my name."
Her desire to conquer physical death, which is manifest in
so many of her poems, is seen again in the tender lyric If Death
is Kind , for here she speaks of returning to the scene of her
happiness with the one she loved:

"And take these lanes to find the sea, and bending
Breathe the same honeysuckle, low and white".
We, of New England, who know and love the secluded lanes that
lead to the sandy shore of the Cape lanes lined with tangled
masses of honeysuckle and wild roses can appreciate the apt-
ness of her descriptive phrases, as she continues:
"We will come down at night to these resounding beaches
And the long gentle thunder of the sea,
Here for a single hour in the wide starlight
We shall be happy, for the dead are free."
The next section contains a number of short poems on di-
versified subjects. The Long Hill , which closes the section,
is written in a quiet, conversational tone, very reminiscent of
Robert Frost's poetry. Based on the concept of the shortness
of life — which is over before we realize it -- she phrases it
so beautifully that, in spite of its inherent sadness, it leaves
no note of bitterness:
"I must have passed the crest a while ago
And now I am going down —
Strange to have crossed the crest and not to know,
But the brambles were always catching the hem
of my gown.
All the morning I thought how proud I should be
To stand there straight as a queen,
Wrapped in the wind and the sun with the world under
me —
But the air was dull, there was little I could
have seen.
It was nearly level along the beaten track
And the brambles caught in my gown —
But it's no use now to think of turning back,
The rest of the way will be only going down."
«
The remaining poems of the book are tuned to this same sad-
ness of spirit. Regret, bitterness, revolt at the thought of
death — each emotion as clear as a pierced gem strung on the
scarlet thread that is her pagan love of beauty are present
in her verses. For example, in Water Lilies we find this beau-
tifully expressed thought on the sadness of life:
"If you have forgotten water lilies floating
On a dark lake among mountains in the after-
noon shade,
If you have forgotten their wet, sleepy fragrance,
Then you can return and not be afraid.
But if you remember, then turn away forever
To the plains and the prairies where pools
are far apart,
There you will not come at dusk on closing water
lilies,
And the shadow of mountains will not fall
on your heart,"
and in The Storm her affection for an absent lover is expressed
in the guise of a tender phantasy:
"I thought of you when I was wakened
By a wind that made me glad and afraid
Of the rushing, pouring sound of the sea
That the great trees made.
One thought in my mind went over and over
While the darkness shook and the leaves
were thinned —
I thought it was you who had come to find me,
You w-re the wind."
4
CHAPTER VI
Sara Teasdale's Later Poetry
Dark of the Moon was published in 1926, and like Flame and
Shadow , sho*. s a ricner and fuller appreciation of life than is
evident in her earlier work.
The opening poem in the section entitled There Will Be
Stars ia called On the Sussex Downs . The fluency of the
rhythm suggests the flight cf the larks as she says:
"I was happier than the larks
That nest on the downs and sing to the sky,
Over the downs the birds flying
were not so happy as I,"
and the vivid imagery of their swift, sweeping movement is
reflected clearly. In the last stanza, Miss Teasdale refers
to her own songs, and apparently attempts to analyze the
motivating force that s-eks lyric expression, when she says:
"It was not you, though you were near,
Though you were good to hear and see,
It was not earth, it was not heaven,
It was myself that sang in me."
In this volume, too, is a poem based on the Tristram story
of the Arthurian Legend. An interesting comparison may be
found in the fact that her first published poem was Quenevere ,
and that now, in her maturity, she again refers to the same
chivalric theme in At Tintagil. The lyricism of this poem is
seen in its rhythmic quality, its romantic mood, and its apt
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phrasings, as "the wintry moon, white as a flower", "the tread
of Time hour after hour", "by casements hung with night", and
"in the high chamber hushed". It begins:
"Iseult, Iseult, by the long waterways
Watching the wintry moon, white as a flower,
I. have remembered how once in Tintagil
You heard the tread of Time hour after hour,"
and ends
:
"The ache of empty arms was an old tale to you,
And all the tragic tunes that love can play,
Yet with no woman born would you have changed
your lot,
Though there were greater queens who had been gay"
[n the last lyric in this section an exquisite stanza of
sight lines — - we get the "feel" of the constancy that is
represented by the eternal light of the stars. Calmness —
the same calmness that is found in the serene beauty of a star-
studded sky -- sets the mood for this short poem, although an
undercurrent of sadness is present:
"There will be stars over the place forever;
Though the house we loved and the street we loved
are lost,
"Every time the earth circles her orbit
On the night the autumn equinox is crossed,
Two stars we knew, poised on the peak of midnight
Will reach their zenith; stillness will be deep;
There will be stars forever, while we sleep."
The next section contains four short poems written around a
central theme - Autumn in Prance. The musical charm of the
second stanza of Pontainebleau is especially appealing, I feel:
"But in the sunshine, in the vague autumn sunshine,
The geometric gardens are desolately gay;
•
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The crimson and scarlet and rose-red dahlias
Are painted like the ladies who used to pass
this way
With a ringletted monarch, a Henry or a Louis,
On a lost October day."
Again, in the third stanza, pure lyricism is contained in cer-
tain of the word pictures she paints. A direct contrast to the
"vague autumn sunshine" is seen in her reference to the "damp
wind" that "grieves" in the aisles of the forest where tired
leaves are falling. Adroitly, she compresses Time into a tangi
ble quantity as she speaks of "four centuries of autumns, four
centuries of leaves" :
"The aisles of the garden lead into the forest,
The aisles lead into autumn, a damp wind
grieves,
Ghostly kings are hunting, the boar breaks cover,
But the sounds of horse and horn are hushed
in falling leaves,
Pour centuries of autumns, four centuries
of leaves."
*n Late October (Bois de Boulogne ) , she asks us:
"Is it a fog or is it a rain dripping
Prom the low trees to the ground?"
and then, with a few carefully chosen words, transforms the
scene to a remembered springtime with
"Lilacs and green after-noons of May".
For a moment only we bask in sunshine, quickly to return to the
somber mood of the opening lines, as she murmurs:
"I chose to wait, I chose to hear from autumn
Whatever she has to say."
4
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Sand Drift brings us again to the sea, with five lovely
lyrics that breathe of the sea air, and show us varying aspects
of one of her favorite themes. Miss Teasdale reaches a lyrical
peak when she writes of the sea. In Beautiful , Proud Sea she
cries
:
" you dance your dance
Impartially on drift-weed, sand or stone",
and again:
"You make us. ••••••
Burn, like stretched silver of a wave."
In Land ' s End , she creates a familiar New England seascape,
haunting in its phraseology and the melancholy- tinged beauty
of its mood, as she says:
"Only the harsh sea-grass that the wind harries
Hours on unbroken hours.
No one will envy us these empty reaches
At the world* s end, and none will care that we
Leave our lost footprints where the sand forever
Takes the unchanging passion of the sea,"
while Sand Drift emphasizes a definite nostalgic feeling in
the last two lines:
"Only the place we sat is drifted over,
Lost in the blowing sand, long, long ago".
Miss Teasdale' s mastery of contrast is demonstrated in this
poem. Beginning on an almost monotonous plane, well suited to
the bleakness of the scene, she pictures momentarily, in the
second verse, an upsurge in mood engendered by the sudden
i
reflection of the blue sky in the wet sand and the movement of
nimble sandpipers,
"... • ..where the last wave rushed up
The wet sand is a. mirror for the sky
A bright blue instant, and along its sheen
The nimble sandpipers run twinkling by,"
only to return to an even more depressed tone as she speaks of
"the hollow thunder" as "the waves die in their everlasting
snow"
The last poem in this section, Low Tide conjures up for us
a picture almost theatrical in its vivid imagery. The sea
gull's flight is transferred to paper in the line, "A thousand
wings sweep darkly by" and an Implied longing is felt in the
line, "Two sharp black wings would be good for me". Her
rebellious thoughts end in open revolt, as she questions:
"Why did you bring me down to the sea
With the gathering birds and the fish-hawk flying,
The tide is low andthe wind is hard,
Nothing is left but the old year dying.
I wish I were one of the gathering birds,
Two sharp black wings would be good for me —
When nothing is left but the old year dying,
Why did you bring me clown to the sea?"
Portraits seems an apt title for Lne next section, while
some of them are definitely objective, we sense in others a
subjective note. A personal attitude colors the brief eight
lines of She Who Could Bind You" :
"She ..no could bind you
Could bind fire to a wall;
irr * f o rf ^ > r ** *.
I
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She who could hold you
Could hold a waterfall;
She who could keep you
Could keep the wind from blowing
On a warm spring night
With a low moon glowing."
Whose portrait is this? Her husband's? We know that in 19X9,
three years after the publication of this poem, she was divorced
Is it possible that their marriage was straining toward the
breaking point? That in this lyric she voices a knowledge of
the separation that she realizes is inevitable? The utter hope-
lessness that pervades this stanza is intensified by her extra-
ordinary use of imagery.
The lyrics in the fifth section, Midsummer Nights
,
range
from a presentation of sheer exquisite beauty, through progres-
sively emotionalized poems of doubt, terror, and despondency, to
unqualified despair equal to that heard in the fourth movement
of Tschaikowsky ' s Sixth Symphony . In the lyric Midsummer Might
despair gives way to a tacit perception of the presence of God,
however
:
"Midsummer night without a moon, but the stars
In a serene bright multitude were there,
Even the shyest ones, even the faint motes shining
Low in the north, under the Little Bear,
When I have said, 'This tragic farce I play in
Has neither dignity, delight nor end',
The holy night draws all its stars around me,
I am ashamed, I have betrayed my Friend."
To me, there is something unbearably sad in the fact that a per-
son with a gift for singing, coupled with a love and discernment
I4
of beauty, should say of life:
0 This tragic farce I play in
Has neither dignity, delight nor end."
More in keeping with her gifts, I feel, is the absolute
beauty of the scene portrayed in Full Moon ( Santa Barbara )
:
"I listened, there was not a sound to hear
In the great rain of moonlight pouring down,
The eucalyptus trees were carved in silver,
And a light mist of silver lulled the town.
I saw far off the grey Pacific bearing
A broad white disk of flame,
And on the garden-walk a snail beside me
Tracing in crystal the slow way he came."
The wealth of poetical figures and the finished beauty of the
metrical form combine to enchant the ear of the reader. Her
use of contrast is again seen in the second quatrain, when she
draws attention — first to the moon u a broad white disk", and
then to the tiny snail on the garden-walk.
In the part entitled The Crystal Gazer , her title poem in-
troduces an unfamiliar note — selfishness -- which is repeated
in the following one, The Solitary^. It is hard to reconcile the
Sara Teasdale we have previously met with this projected self
who "shall sit like a sibyl", seeing in the crystal ball which
she has fused from her "scattered selves"
*• the future come and the present go,
And the little shifting pictures of people running
In restless self-importance to and fro."
There is a bitter satire in it comparable to the mordant sting

of Dean Swift's Gulliver 1 a Travels . Likewise, this same alien
note is discernible in The Solitary
:
"My heart has grown rich with the passing of years,
I have less need now than when I was young
To share myself with every comer
Or shape my thoughts into words with my tongue.
It is one to me that they come or go
If I have myself and the drive of my will,
.
And strength to climb on a summer night
And watch the stars swarm over the hill.
Let them think I love them more than I do,
Let them think I care, though I go alone;
If it lifts their pride, what is it to me
Who am self-complete as a flower or a stone."
In Day 1 s Ending ( Tucson ) she seems to be sharing with the world
a hard-earned personal experience, forged by her spirit under
the "vehement stars" of Arizona:
"Only yourself can heal you,
Only yourself can lead you,
The road is heavy going
And ends where no man knows;
Take love when love is given,
But never think to find it
A sure escape from sorrow
Or a complete repose".
A more mature outlook appears in I Shall L_lve to Be Old; she
states that although she had feared death when she was young,
now she has
" lived long enough to wonder which is the best,
And to envy sometimes the way of the early dead, 11
The final poem in the section, The Old Enemy, bespeaks a resigna
tion that is lyrical in its serene phrases:
Ii
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"Rebellion against death, the old rebellion
Is over; I have nothing left to fight;
Battles have always had their meed of music
But peace is quiet as a windless night.
Therefore I make no songs I have grown certain
Save when he comes too late, death is a friend,
A shepherd leading home his flock serenely
Under the planet at the evening's end."
Berkshire Notes , the seventh section in this volume, glows with
life and color, as she follows the seasons through their ever-
changing aspects. The brilliant beauty of the winter is spread
out before us in Winter Sun, A December Day , and February Twi-
light, as we see hills "shining in their samite", envision the
dawn which "turned on her purple pillow 5", and watch the single
star looking out ttfrom the cold evening glow". Spring and autumn
too, are painted with sure, vital strokes.
Arcturus in Autumn continues the mood established in the
closing poem of the preceding section; the title poem, however,
in spite of its lyrical perfection of phrasing and figure, is per
meated with the developing Teasdale philosophy, sadness bordering
on despair
j
"When in the gold October dusk, I saw you near to
setting,
Arcturus, bringer of spring,
Lord of the summer nights, leaving us now in autumn,
Having no pity on our withering;
Oh then I knew at least that my own autumn was upon me,
I felt it in my blood,
Restless as dwindling streams that still remember
The music of their flood.
There in the thickening dark a wind bent tree above me
Loosed its last leaves in flight —

I saw you sink and vanish, pitiless Arcturus,
You will not stay to share our lengthening night. w
One may well conjecture as to her intention in using the term
"lengthening night". Is it used literally only? The probability
is that it is symbolic of old age and approaching death. The re-
curring theme of winter, which she uses so frequently in this
volume, was never mentioned in her earlier poems. That she is
aware of a changing quality in her poetry, however, cannot be
doubted. In Never A£ain the inference seems plain; the lilting
exuberance of her earlier lyrics is gone, just as the summer of
her life has passed, leaving only the barren husks of dead love
and an aching emptiness:
"Never again the music blown as brightly
Off of my heart as foam blown off a wave;
Never again the melody that lightly
Caressed my grief and healed the wounds it gave.
Never again — I hear my dark thoughts clashing
Sullen and blind as waves that beat a wall --
Age that is coming, summer that is going,
All I have lost, or never found at all."
In the final section, The Flight
,
again the motif is sadness.
Tender references to her beloved are many, while Let It Be You
will find an echo in any woman'.s heart. Its simple sincerity is
exquisitely lyrical:
"Let it be you who lean above me
On my last day,
Let it be you who shut my eyelids
Forever and aye.
Say a 'Good-night' as you have said it
AH of these years,
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With the old look, with the old whisper
And without tears.
You will know then all that is silence
You always knew,
Though I have loved, I loved no other
As I love you."
The book ends with The Flight, a tribute to her loved one. She
pictures herself and her lover as two eagles flying over the
mountains together, and admonishes him that when Death takes one
to
"Let the other follow,
Let the flight be ended,
Let the fire blacken,
Let the book close,"
In 1930, the year following her divorce from Ernst Pilsinger
the slim volume entitled Stars Tonight , with the sub-title Verses
for Boys and Girls , was published. Eleven of these poems are in-
cluded in her collected poems. Although they are all short, they
possess a technical perfection that enhances their inherent
lyricism. One might say that they partake of a quality that is
as star-like in its beauty as the title of the book in which they
appear.
The first poem, Night , is as lyrically beautiful in its sim-
plicity as any of the original Sapphic fragments:
"Stars over snow
And in the west a planet
Swinging below a star —
Look for a lovely thing and you will
find it
It is not far —
It never will be far."
(
a theme she uses repeatedly -- the stars, Arcturus held, for her
a special fascination; three times before she has written about
this brilliant star, and in this poem she explains why she loves
Arcturus so:
A nostalgic sadness we have come to associate with her poetry
is present in these poems. To a child this would probably not be
apparent; but to anyone who has a thoughtful familiarity with her
work, and who is acquainted with her life, this undercurrent is
evident. Like a haunting overtone it echoes and re-echoes, a
softly voiced regret for the loss of something inexpressibly
precious
•
The last poem in the book, V/inter Noon
,
glitters with the
dazzling beauty and brilliance of snow. Elinor Wylie cannot ex-
press these wintry attributes — cold, crisp whiteness -- any
better; but Miss Teasdale ends with a whimsical thought that
brings a feeling of warmth and a glow that is naively childlike
and eminently appealing to the group for whom these poems were
written, as well as to grown-ups, too:
"Snow-dust driven over the snow
In glittering light,
Low hills, far as the eye can go,
White on white;
Blue as a blue jay, shadows run
Due north from every tree —
Chipmunk, do you .like the sun,
The blowing snow and me? 11
Two other poems in this volume -- To Arc burus Returning and
Rhyme of November Stars — are interesting in their treatment of
(
"Arcturus, with the spring returning,
I love you best; I cannot tell
Why, save that your recurrent burning
Is spring's most punctual miracle.
You bring with you all longed-for things,
Birds with their song, leaves with their
stir,
And you, beyond all other stars,
Have been man's comforter."
In Rhymes of Nojvember Stars she demonstrates almost scientific
knowledge of the stars, expressed in lyrical form:
"The noiseless marching of the stars
Sweeps above me all night long;
Up the skies, over the skies,
Passes the uncounted throng."
Unerringly she picks out their positions in the heavens and
names them:
"Vega, Deneb, white Altair
Shine like crystals in the air,
And the lonely Fomalhout
In the dark south, paces low. 11
She tells us how:
" the timid Pleiades
Leave the shelter of the trees",
and speaks of "gold Capella" and "dusky, dark Aldebaran" and
continues
:
"Betelguese and Rigel burn
In their wide wheel, slow to turn,
And in the sharp November frost
Bright Sirius, with his blue light
Completes the loveliness of the night".
Whimsy is the keynote of a delightful six-line verse using the
star motif, also — The Palling Star:

"I saw a star slide down the sky,
Blinding the north as it went "by,
Too burning and too quick to hold,
Too lovely to be bought or sold,
Good only to make wishes on
And then forever to be gone*',
and in I Stood U£on a Star she projects herself into space and
says
:
"I stretched my mind until I stood
Out in space, upon a star
I saw the dark side of the moon
No man has ever seen."
I believe it is this thought that furnished the title of her
previous volume, Dark of the Moon, although the possibility ex-
ists that what was just an idea at the time that book was pub-
lished, has now been transmuted into the lyrical language that
is Sara Teasdale's gift to the world.
Her death came in January, 1933, after a prolonged siege of
illness; her last volume was published posthumously in October,
1933. The title poem, Strangle Victory, is a little eight-line
stanza tucked away in the middle of the volume. Again the sub-
jective note makes its appearance and the reader is confronted
with the question: Has a new love entered her life? Possibly my
feminine intuition is wrong, but I feel that the "strange victory
to which she refers is the realization that her life has not been
wholly darkened by the loss of love which culminated in her
divorce in 1920, and that, in spite of physical ill health, she
is still capable of loving and being loved:

"To this, to this, after my hope was lost,
To this strange victory;
To find you with the living, not the dead,
To find you glad of me;
To find you wounded even less than I,
Moving as I across the stricken plain;
After the battle to have found your voice
Lifted above the slain."
Although no biographical record exists of any new love, or even
of a rebirth of an old love, the feeling that this poem is auto-
biographical is strong in the reader's mind.
A muted melancholy and a nostalgic sadness pervades the en-
tire group of poems, broken only by a single flash of the youth-
ful, buoyant Sara Teasdale. In Last Prelude she sings:
w If this shall be the last time
The melody flies upward
With its rush of sparks in flight,
Let me go up with it in fire and laughter
Or let me drown if need be
Lost in the swirl of light.
The violins are tuning, whimpering, catching
thunder
From the suppressed dark agony of viols —
Once more let heaven clutch me, plunge me
under
Miles on uncounted miles."
Although a love of beauty is still evident in this book, it
is a beauty of pastel shades and subdued tints. As I have al-
ready remarked, the one exception is To a Child Watching the
Gulls (Queenstown Ha_rbor), in which she says:
"But on their underwings that fleeting splendor
Those chilly breasts an instant turning red --"
thus, in two lines, condensing and making permanent a moment of
absolute beauty.
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There is a delicate charm in the first quatrain> Moon'
s
Ending
:
"Moon, worn thin to the width of a quill,
In the dawn clouds go flying,
How good to go, light into light, and still
Giving light, dying",
which persists, in greater or lesser degree, to the last lovely
lyric, There Wild Be Rest. For example, in four musical lines
of the poem which she has titled Truce , she captures an evanescent
loveliness i
"It may be, with the coming-on of evening
We shall be granted unassailed repose,
And what is left of dusk will be less darkness
Than luminous air, on which the crescent glows."
The whole poem is lovely, but these four lines illustrate her
ability to put into tangible form something essentially intangi-
ble.
In another poem, we again perceive her. increasing awareness
of the changing character of her songs, when in Age, she muses:
"Brooks sing in the spring
And in the summer cease;
I who sang in my youth
Now hold my peace;
Youth is a noisy stream
Chattering over the ground,
But the sad wisdom of age
Wells up without a sound"
.
Her memorial tribute to Vachel Lindsay, which appears in
this volume, gives evidence of her sincere admiration for him.
In fact, that this admiration was mutual was shown by the dedi-
cation of one of his poems to her. 1
1. Lindsay: The Chinese Nightingale.
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The three poems In the final section of Strange Victory
which are alike in their mood and ideation are To the Sea, Re-
turn to a Country House, and the concluding poem, There Will Be
Rest. Each is replete with sadness and an implied sorrow too
deep for tears* There Will Be Rest, however, contains a valiant
bravery of spirit and a firm conviction of the knowledge that
ultimate rest may be attained, which is lacking in the other two.
To the Sea begins on a minor plane, evoking a striking pic-
ture of desolate beauty:
"Bitter and beautiful, sing no more;
Scarf of spindrift strewn on the shore "
and ends with a despairing cry of heartbreak:
"On the restless beaches I used to range
These two that I loved have walked with me
I saw them change and my own heart change —
I cannot face the unchanging sea".
So, too, in Return to a Country House the same regretful note
appears. In this personal sonnet a graphic use of contrast ac-
cents the mood, which is effectively heightened by repetition:
"Nothing but darkness enters in this room,
Nothing but darkness and the winter night,
Yet on this bed once years ago a light
Silvered the sheets with an unearthly blood;
It was the planet Venus in the west
Casting a square of brightness on this bed,
And in that light your dark and lovely head
Lay for a while and seemed to be at rest.
But that the light is gone, and that no more
Even if it were here, would you be here --
That is one line in a long tragic play
That has been acted many times before,
And acted best when not a single tear
Palls, -- when the mind and not the heart holds sway."

The book ends with There V/ill Be Rest , and in these two
short quatrains is expressed in crystallized form much that is
associated with this modern Sappho lyric, melodic English,
an intense love of natural beauty (as exemplified in her use of
the star motif), a haunting, yearing aspiration for some thing
which she has not yet found, and a sure craftsmanship. Inter-
esting, too, is the final line — that typical Teasdale "flick"
which she has evolved from the original Sapphic meter. Truly,
this poem serves as a fitting close to her poetry, and helps to
perpetuate the "fragile immortality"^- which she so desired:
"There will be rest, and sure stars shining
Over the roof-tops crowned with snow,
A reign of rest, serene forgetting,
The music of stillness holy and low.
I will make this world of my devising
Out of a dream in my lonely mind,
I shall find the crystal of peace above me
Stars I shall find."
1. Teasdale: Collected Poems, p. 124.
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CHAPTER VII
An Analysis of the Qualities of Sara Teasdale's Lyricism
Like Sappho's, Sara Teasdale's life was dedicated to a
worship of beauty. She herself has passionately declared this
in many of her poems, as in August Moonrise :
"0 Beauty, out of many a cup
You have made me drunk and wild
Ever since I was a child,"
Beauty thrilled through her veins and permeated her entire
being; this pagan love of beauty throbs in every line of her
singing verse. The very first line of her earliest poem to
appear in the volume of her collected verses strikes this note:
"Oh beauty that is filled so full of tears"
and, like a muted overtime, one senses an accompaniment to this
pulsating motif — the lyric cry of pain. There is a prescient
note in this invocation to Beauty, in itself traditionally
Classic 5 for her own life like that Beauty is "filled so full of
tears"
•
There is no lessening of this love of Eeauty in her later
works. Rivers to the Sea
,
published in 1910, during tne middle
period of her literary output, carries it with a deeper and
stronger emphasis:
"I asked for something greater than I found",
while in her final book, Strange Victory
,
published in 1933,
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after her death she writes:
"Bitter and beautiful, sing no more;
Let there be night for me, let there be night."
These two qualities beauty and pain seem symbolical not
only of her poetry, but of her life. Relevant, indeed, is John
Drinkwater's description of typical English tradition, which he
says has a "faintly melancholy beauty which is the most re-
current note in all fine poetry throughout the world" * while
one might readily compare her to the nightingale of whom Shelley
wrote: nA poet is a nightingale who sits in darkness and sings
to cheer its own solitude with sweet sounds; his auditors are
as men entranced by the melody of an unseen musician who feel
2
that they are moved and softened, yet know not whence or why".
Again and again she uses this twin theme. In an early poem,
she speaks of one who
"Showed me the light and the joy that cover
The wild sweet earth and the restless sea",
and in Helen of Troy , she puts these words into Helen's mouth:
I am she
Who loves all beauty yet I wither it."
while later, Helen says she will be:
"The uhole of beauty, never seen again
I shall be haunting till the dusk of time
The heavy eyelids that are filled with dreams".
1. Drinkwater: The lyric, p. 3?.
2. Smith and Parks: The Great Critics, p. 562.
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This shows a kinship to Shakespeare's
"... Violets dim 1
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes"*
In Erinna , the sweet singer of the perfect lyre, as she lies
dying, cries:
"Sappho, tell me this,
Was I not sometimes fair? My eyes, my mouth,
My hair that loved the wind
While Sara Teasdale, herself, asks, in Spring Night :
"Oh, is it not enough to be
Here with this beauty over me?
My throat should ache with praise, and I
Should kneel in joy beneath the sky
I, for whom all beauty burns
like incense in a million urns?
0, beauty, are you not enough?.
and again, in A Winter Blue jay , sh© questions simply and witn a
carefree delight:
"Oh who can tell the range of joy
Or set the bounds of beauty?"
There is an expression of beauty that hurts in two lyric stanzas
of Night in Arizona :
"The stars ar« heavy in neaven
Too great for the sky to hold —
What if they fell and shattered
The earth with gold?
No lights are over the mesa,
The wind is hard and wild,
I stand at the darkened window
And cry like a child"*
She says, "All beauty calls you to me" and speaks of ""all joy
In all the piercing beauty of the world" in From the
!• Shakespeare: A Winter's Tale, Act IV
((
(
Sea *
In her exquisite lyrics grouped under the title Vignettes
Overseas , Off Algiers contains the lines:
w think of me
When unexpected beauty burns
Like sudden sunlight on the sea",
and in companion lyrics, Capri and Stresa, she cries in a burst
of intense emotion:
"When beauty grows too great to bear
How shall I ease me of its ache,
For beauty more than bitterness
Makes the heart break",
and
"Beauty has filled my heart,
It can hold no more,
It is full, as the lake is full,
From shore to shore."
In the long dramatic monologue Sappho , she says:
"How should th«y kno.. the wind of a new beauty
Sweeping my soul had winnowed it with song?"
and later:
"I lived with the swift singing strength of fire,
Seeking for beauty as a flame for fuel —
Beauty in all things and in every hour".
To E» , the dedicatory sonnet of Love Songs , is poignant in its
delicate tribute to her husband, as she sings:
"I have remembered beauty in the night,
Against black silences I waked to see
A shower of sunlight over Italy
And green Ravello dreaming on her height..
But all remembered beauty is no more
i<
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Than a vague prelude to the thought of you...
Lover of beauty, knightliest and best",...
Having thus set the mood for this Volume, she offers this
lyrical advice:
"Spend all you have for loveliness,
Buy it and never count the cost;
And for a breath of ecstasy
Give all you have been, or could be. n
In like manner, the opening poem of the next volume, Flame and
Shadow again shows beauty as her ruling passion, as we hear the
passionate intensity of a cry for beauty even though it hurts:
w0h burn me with your beauty, then,
Oh hurt me, tree and flower...
0 shaken flowers, 0 shimmering trees,
0 sunlit white and blue,
Wound me, that I, through endless sleep,
May bear the soar of you".
and in August Moonrise she apostrophizes Beauty:
"0 Beauty
But when have I been sure as now
That no bitterness can bend
And no sorrow wholly bow
One who loves you to the end?"
ending with the declaration:
"Beauty, I have worshipped you".
In a quieter mood, she speaks of The Coin , and murmurs:
n 0h, better than the minting
Of a gold-crowned king
Is the safe-kept memory
Of a lovely thing",

while In The Voice her spirit, which sprang "from a thousand
sources", and her thoughts which spring from men and women
"forgotten time out of mind", make articulate the cry:
" Forever
Seek for Beauty* "
So pervading is this love of beauty, that in Open Windows a
definite sense of revolt at the thought of missing a single
element of beauty is evident:
"I am alone with Weakness and Pain,
Sick abed and June is going,
I cannot keep her, she hurries by
With the silver-green of her garments blowing^
and in The New Moon, she tells the Day:
"Day, you have bruised and beaten me,
Left me nothing lovely or whole—
"
but even as she thinks of the absence of beauty, she suddenly
sees the new moon and calls it "A wisp of beauty all alone".
In A Prayer we find this expressive thought:
"••••I loved all lovely things
And I tried to take their stings
With gay unembittered lips,"
Her love for beauty, pagan in its unashamed expression, is again
stressed in The Wine , when she asks if there is not an escape
from death for her
"Who sought in Beauty the bright wine
Of Immortality?"
And her poignant phrases sing of her absorbing feeling for this
(
quality in Moonlight ;
"It will not hurt me when I am old,
A running tide where moonlight burned
Will not sting me like silver snakes;"
She ends by a fervid declaration that "Beauty itself is fugi-
tive".
Her artistry in expressing remembered experiences is shown
in I Thought of You, as she recalls days with a loved one by the
sea:
"I thought of you and how you love this beauty "
That this appreciation of beauty is inextinguishable, even in an
agony of apprehension at the transitory nature of love with all
its sadness, appears in Red Maples :
"When maples stand in a haze of fire
What can I say to the old desire,
What shall I do with the joy in me
That is born out of agony?"
while, in the last poem The Wind in the Hemlock , she tacitly
avers that beauty is a recompense for death:
"If I am peaceful, I shall see
Beauty's face continually;
Feeding on her wine and bread
I shall be wholly comforted,
For she can make one day for me
Rich as my lost eternity."
Still other examples of this pagan enjoyment of beauty are found
in Beautiful , Proud Sea :
"You make us believe that we can outlive death,
You make us for an instant, for your sake,
Burn, like stretched silver of a wave,
Not breaking, but about to break",

and in a fragilely lovely little six line stanza entitled
Night :
"Stars over snow
And in the west a planet
Swinging below a star —
Look for a lovely thing and you will find it,
It is not far —
It never will be far."
This constantly reiterated message of beauty seems to find a
culmination in her last volume Strange Victory , in a poem
dedicated to a child who is watching the gulls wheeling and
circling in the sunset over the harbor at Queenstown:
"The painted light was on their underwings,
And on their firm curved breasts the painted light,
Sailing they swerved in the red air of sunset
With petulant cries unworthy of their flight;
But on their underwings that fleeting splendor
Those chilly breats an instant burning red
You who are young, 0 you who will outlive me,
Remember them for the indifferent dead,"
Though to me the love <£ beauty is by far the most striking
characteristic of Sara Teasdale»s poetry, for most people her
charm lies in her ability to make articulate the essense of
love. In her earlier poems there is an exuberance of spirit
which relegates love to a comparatively unimportant position in
her life — she is a light-hearted singer in love with love,
dallying with the varied moods of love as she imagines them to
be. Beginning with Rivers to the Sea, nowever, a deeper and
richer tone sounds in her poetry: love is no longer an imagined
emotion, it has become a part of her daily life. With each

succeeding book, changes in her emotional attitudes become
apparent; from passionate, ecstatic outbursts, she progresses
through glowing happiness to sadness engendered by the gradual
cooling of the warm fires of love, to a wistful melancholy, to
j
an active despair, and finally to a nostalgic resignation. An
occasional upsurge in mood is felt, as for example in the title
poem of Strange Victory , when we are impressed with the feeling
that she is experiencing a new and wonderful love. This is
further substantiated by the internal evidence found in other
poems in this volume, as for example, in To the sea when she
speaks of "the two that I have loved have walked with me," Her
artistry in conveying intense personal experience is remarkable;
her abrupt changes in mood, from light-hearted ecstacy to the
depths of tragic melancholia, her whimsical musings in the
midst of sombre reflections, as if she were resolved to rise
above the vicissitudes of life, show the innate lyricism of her
genius.
This growthmay be traced by even the most casual reader.
In her earliest book, she says in The Gift:
"What can I give you, my lord, my lover,
You who have given the world to me,
Showed me the light and the joy that cover
The wild sweet earth and the restless sea?"
and she puts into the mouth of Helen of Troy the question:
"Have those who wander through the ways of death,
The still wan fields Elysian, any love
To lift their breasts with longing, any lips
To thirst against the quiver of a kiss?

Through the medium of Sara Teasdale's pen, the dying Beatrice
says to her attendant, Ornella:
"You have a mouth for loving — listen then:
Keep tryst with Love before Death comes to tryst; n
and in speaking of Dante, Beatrice says:
W I think if he had stretched his hands to me,
Or moved his lips to say a single word,
I might have loved him
Again, Marianna Alcoforanda, heartbroken and grieving, cries:
"And so I came to kneel before her feet,
Sick with love's sorrow and love's bitterness",
and recounts how, as she knelt before the image of the Virgin
Mother, Our Lady seemed to smile:
"And then I knew that Love is worth its pain
And that my heart was richer for his sake,
Since lack of love is bitterest of all."
She reiterates this thought, and continues
:
"Yet I have felt what thing it is to know
One thought forever, sleeping or awake;
To say one name whose sweetness grows so wild
That it might work a spell on those who weep;
To feel the weight of love upon my heart
So heavy that the blood can scarcely flow,"
She muses thoughtfully on love, and analyzes its varied aspects
"Love comes to some unlooked-for, quietly,
As when at twilight, with a soft surprise,
V/e see the new-born crescent in the blue;
And unto others love is planet-like,
A cold and placid gleam that never wavers;
And there are those who wait the call of love
Expectant of his coming, as we watch
To see the east grow pale before the moon
Lifts up her flower-like head against the night.
But love, for me, was like a cruel sun,
That on some rain-drenched morning, when the leaves
14
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Are bowed beneath their clinging weight of drops,
Tears through the mist, and burns with fervent heat
The tender grasses and the meadow flowers;
Then suddenly the heavy clouds close in
And through the dark the thunder's muttering
Is drowned amid the dashing of the rain."
In her first published poem, Guenevere, Sara Teasdale has the
Queen say:
"I was a queen, and I have lost my crown;
A wife, and I have broken all my vows:
A lover, and I ruined him I loved: -
There Is no other havoc left to do."
Again, Guenevere speaks of Launcelot:
"I was a queen, and he who loved me best
Made me a woman for a night and day,
And now I go unqueened f orevermore ."
She tells how she walked alone in the garden:
"• .among a thousand flowers,
That drooped their heads and drowsed beneath the dew,
And all my thoughts were quieted to sleep.
Behind me, on the walk, I heard a step
I did not know my heart could tell his tread,
I did not know I loved him till that hour.
The garden reeled a little, I was weak,
And in my breast I felt a wild, sick pain.
Quickly he came behind me, caught my arms,
That ached beneath his touch; and then I swayed,
My head fell backward and I saw his face."
In this same youthful book of poems, the nineteen-year old
Erinna, on her deathbed, says to Sappho:
11 you saw the sun
and the sun
Put round about you warm invisible arms
As might a lover, decking you with light."
and questions wistfully:
"Sappho, tell me this,
'«
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Was I not sometimes fair? My eyes, my mouth,
My hair that loved the wind, were they not worth
The breath of love upon them? Yet he passed,
And he will pass tonight, when all the air
Is blue with twilight; but I shall not see,
I shall have gone forever."
Then she relates her dream to Sappho:
"I thought I saw him stand, the man I love,
Here in my quiet chamber, with his eyes
Fixed on me as I entered, while he drew
Silently toward me — he who night by night
Goes by my door without a thought of me --
Neared me and put his hand behind my head,
And leaning toward me, kissed me on the mouth,*1
and says sadly:
"I woke with lips made quiet by a kiss".
Though Sara Teasdale writes thus beautifully of love, and
has approximated an understanding of love as a motivating force,
there is no real vitality — she is writing of suggested thought
and imagined emotions.
In the next section Love songs , a more subjective mood is
inanlfei — but still definitely a mood, rather than experienced
Bmotion. Her lyrics are exquisitely, essentially feminine and
:5aily, youthfully exuberant as she sings with adolescent
abandonment. In Song, she declares:
"You bound strong sandals on my feet,
You gave me bread and wine,
And sent me under sun and stars,
For all the world was mine,"
in Wild Asters , she tells how
"In the spring I asked the daisies
If his words were true,
I
And the clever little daisies
Always knew".
A tender naivite abounds in The Shrine :
"There is no lord within my heart,
Left silent as an empty shrine
Where rose and myrtle interwine,
Within a place apart.
But if I keep my altar fair,
Some morning I shall lift my head
Prom roses deftly garlanded
To find the god is there,"
and a lyric lilt brightens the message of Love Me:
"Brown tnrusn singing all day long
In the leaves above me,
Take my love this April song,
'Love me, love me, love me 'I"
Truly feminine is the confession of A Maiden :
"And since I am a maiden
My love will never know
That I could hiss him with a mouth
More red than roses blow,"
as it is in I Love You , when she bids the sparrow:
"0 sparrow, little sparrow,
When I am fast asleep,
Then tell my love the secret
That I have died to keep."
In The Wanderer a more positive not« appears, as if perhaps a
real experience has been its inspiration:
"But what to me are north and south,
And what the lure of many lands,
Since you have le-stit&d to catch my hands
And lay a kiss upon my mouth."
This is accentuated in I Would Live in Your Love , four metrical
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lines that carry a definite note of sincerity:
"I would live in your love as the sea-grasses live in
the sea,
Born up by each wave as it passes, drawn down by each
wave that recedes:
I would empty my soul of the dreams that have
gathered in me,
I would beat with your heart as it beats, I would
follow your soul as it leads."
A delicate whimsy is expressed in Pierrot :
seen in Union Square , for the psychology is that of a girl of
eighteen, a rather lonely girl who has been transplanted from
the quiet protection of home to the alien environment of the
big city, New York:
"With the man I love who loves me not,
I walked in the street-lamps* flare;
We watched the world go home that night
In a flood through Union Square.
With the man I love who loves me not
I walked in the street-lamps' flare —
But oh, the girls who ask for love
In the lights of Union Square,"
In the Metropolitan Museum, \*e find a delightful merging of the
past with the present:
# "Inside
the - tiny Pantheon
We stood together silently,
Leaving the restless crowd awhile
As ships find shelter from the sea.
i
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The ancient centuries came back
To cover us a moment's space,
And through the dome the light was glad
Because it shone upon your face.
Ah, not from Home but farther still,
Beyond sun- smitten Salamis,
The moment took us, till you leaned
To find the present with a kiss,"
In Central Park at Dusk a promise of a more mature ideation shows
in the last stanza:
"There is no sign of leaf or bud,
A hush is over everything —
Silent as women wait for love,
The world is waiting for the spring,
"
The closing two lines of Primavera Mia , glow with a sure know-
ledge of love
:
"I saw the light as one who had been blind,
And knew my sun and song and spring were you,"
although in the closing lyric Twilight there throbs only a
plaintive longing for love:
"Dreamily over the roofs
The cold spring rain is falling;
Out in the lonely tree
A bird is calling, <a lling.
Slowly over the earth,
The wings of night are falling;
My heart, like the bird in the tree,
Is calling, cbl lling, calling,"
Her marriage to Ernst Pilsinger occurred in 1914, so we are pre-
pared for the warmth and glow that finds lyric expression in
Rivers to the Sea which was published in 1915, A vague, half-
defined yearning is discernible in many of these poems, but the
I
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majority of them sing with a happiness that is not feigned. In
The Flight j a flawlessly phrased utterance of a woman's heart,
she says:
"Look back with longing eyes and know that I will follow,
Lift me up in your love as a light wind lifts a swallow,
Hold me on your heart as the brave sea holds the foam,
Take me away to the hills that hide your home "
I
The Kiss is a beautiful tribute to one who has opened the doors
of felicity for her, and rings with a gracious pride of posses-
sion in this love:
"Before you kissed me only winds of heaven
Had kissed me, and the tenderness of rain —
Now you have come, how can I care for kisses
Like theirs again?
I am my love»s and he is mine forever,
Sealed with a seal and safe forevermore
Think you that I could let a beggar enter
Where a king stood before?"
The mysticism of love is delineated faultlessly in both Swans
and At Night , the imagery chosen being well suited to the mood
of the poems
:
"Night is over the park, and a few brave stars
Look on the lights that link it with chains of gold,
The lake bears up their reflection in broken bars
That seem too heavy for tremulous water to hold,
Vv'e watch the swams that sleep in a shadowy place,
And now and again one wakes and uplifts its head;
How still you are your gaze is on my face —
We watch the swans and never a word is said."
In At Night the mood is intensified:
"We are apart; the city grows quiet between us,
She hushes herself, for midnight makes heavy her eyes,
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The tangle of traffic Is ended, the cars are empty,
Five streets divide us, and on them the moonlight lies.
Oh are you asleep, or lying awake, my lover?
Open your dreams to my love and your heart to my words,
I send you my thoughts — the air between us is laden,
My thoughts fly in at your window, a flock of wild
birds."
A delicate caprice is tenderly conveyed in The Years :
"Tonight I close my eyes and see
A strange procession passing me —
The years before I saw your face
Go by me with a wistful grace;
Theypass, the sensitive, shy years,
As one who strives to dance, half blind with tears.
The years went by and never knew
That each one brought me nearer you;
Their path was narrow and apart
And yet it led me to your heart —
Oh, sensitive, shy years, oh, lonely years,
That strove to sing with voices drowned in tears."
while Come breathes a fear that the happiness she has found is
transient
:
"Come, for life Is a frail moth flying
Caught in the web of the years that pass,
And soon we two, so warm and eager,
Will be as the gray stones in the grass."
April Song repeats the theme of The Year s,but interjects a note
of gladness that is delightfully gay:
"Spring was like a call to me
That I could not answer,
I was chained to loneliness,
I, the dancer.
Willow, twinkling in the sun,
Still your leaves and hear me,
I can answer Spring at last,
Love Is near me I"

This gaity is intensified in Joy and becomes an exuberant, ex-
ulting song of love, Sappho-like in its ecstatic fervor:
"I am wild, I will sing to the trees,
I will sing to the stars in the sky,
I love, I am loved, he is mine,
Now at last I can die I
I am sandaled with wind and with flame,
I have heart-fire and singing to give,
I can tread on the grass or the stars,
Now at last I can live I"
Ecstasy is pronounced in both To One Away and Deep in the
Night, while in The India Wharf she describes an emotional ex-
perience with consummate art:
"A year ago we walked in the jangling city
Together forgetful
We went aloof, ecstatic, walking in wonder,
Unconscious of our motion
I only felt alive, defiant of all death and sorrow,
Sure and elated ."
L Shall Not Care reverts to an earlier mood the "inward
reaching" ^ as Marguerite Wilkinson describes it -- or it may
be merely the result of a lover's quarrel. Whatever the in-
spiration, it is rather superficial in spite of its melodic
beauty
:
"When I am dead and over me bright April
Shakes out her rain-drenched hair,
Though you should lean above me broken-hearted,
I shall not care.
I shall have peace, as leafy trees are peaceful
When rain bends down the bough,
And I shall be more silent and cold-hearted
Than you are now."
1. Wilkinson: New Voices, p. 278,

A mysterious communion of souls is portrayed in After
Parting , and the biblical theme is an interesting commentary
on the varied sources from which she draws her illustrative
comparisons
:
"I set my shadow in his sight
And I have winged it with desire
That it may be a cloud by day
And in the night a shaft of fire."
Again and again, Sara Teasdale writes with an impassioned in-
tensity of her love. A Prayer and I Am Not Your s particularly
illustrate this rapturous quality of her poetry.
In Over the Roof s she has grouped together four short
poems, each of which depicts a different phase of the same
motivating force — love. The first one establishes a note of
happy assurance, the second soars in exultation, the third
brings in a prescience of unhappiness and heartbreak to come,
while the fourth rings with a positive knowledge of the strength
of the love that fills her heart.
The long monologue, From the Sea, is an interesting com-
bination of her love of beauty and her deep knowledge of love
itself, A lyric beauty pervades each line and makes the ex-
pression of her ardent nature more sincere:
,f You are the wind I breathe....
I feel your spirit and I close my eyes,...
Listen, I love you. Do not turn your face
Nor touch me
And in your hands with faith and utter joy
I would that I could lay my woman's soul.
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Oh, my love
To whom I oannot come with any gift
when you hear blown back to you
My wistful, far-off singing touched with tears,
Know that I sang for you alone to hear "
Thus a woman speaks; no adolescent girl could phrase so perfectly
the thoughts that a woman feels when far distant from her be-
loved.
The delicately fashioned Vignettes Overseas are imbued with
the feeling that she is supremely happy in her love. Even those
that are tinged with sadness because of physical separation are
not depressing -- for the sure knowledge that this separation is
only temporary lifts and fills them with a singing quality,
Capr i is as nearly perfect as a lyric can be:
"When beauty grows too great to bear
How shall I ease me of its ache,
For beauty more than bitterness
Makes the heart break.
Now while I watch the dreaming sea
With isles like flowers against her breast
Only one voice in all the world
Could give me rest,"
while Hamburg expresses delightfully this supreme happiness that
she has found in love:
"The day that I come home,
What will you find to say --
Words as light as foam
With laughter light as spray?
Yet say what words you will
The day that I come home;
I shall hear the whole deep ocean
Beating under the foam".
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In contrast to the dramatic monologues in Helen of Tro^,
which, in spite of their artistry of composition, upon analysis
display a rather superficial treatment of love in that the emo-
tion ie primarily imagined, Sappho, which appears in this volume
has a depth that is based on actual experience. The fact that
Miss Teasdale takes liberties with the original Sapphic legend
and provides a happy ending would seem to indicate that she has
transferred the contentment she is experiencing in her own life
to the poet whom she so admired and from whom so much of her
inspiration has been drawn. There are three very brief lines
near the close of this poem which might well apply to Sara
Teasdale 's own life:
"Ah, Love that made my life a lyric cry,
Ah, Love that tunes my lips to lyres of thine,
I taught the world thy music "
The volume of poetry which she published in 1917, Love
Song s , has always left me a little unsatisfied, probably because
of the definite note of sadness that pervades most of the lyrics
Her dedicatory sonnet, To E., is, as I have remarked previously,
exquisite in its sensitivity. A complete submerging of self is
felt in the closing section:
"But all remembered beauty is no more
Than a vague prelude to the thought of you —
You are the rarest soul I ever knew,
Lover of beauty, knightliest and best;
My thoughts seek you as waves that seek the shore,
And when I think of you, I am at rest."
,
Child , Child is the declaration of a woman deeply in love;
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the advice is given with a fervor that rings with an honest con-
viction :
"Child, child, love while you can
The voice and the eyes and the soul of a man;
Never fear though it break your heart
Out of the wound new joy will start;
Only love proudly and gladly and well,
Though love "be heaven or love be hell.
Child, child, love while you may,
For life is short as a happy day;
Never fear the thing you feel —
Only by love is life made real;
Love, for the deadly sins are seven,
Only through love will you enter heaven",
while Tide is noteworthy because of the comparison she draws --
a distinctly feminine use of imagery -- ending on a muted note
of yaarning:
"Love in my heart was a fresh tide flowing
Where the starlike sea gulls soar;
The sun was keen and the foam was blowing
High on the rocky shore.
But now in the dusk the tide is turning,
Lower the sea gulls soar,
And the waves that rose in resistless yearning
Are broken forevermore •
"
To-night is a delightfully lyrical recurrence of the youthful
Sara Teasdale. It is the whispered love song of a young and
beautiful girl who is confessing her willingness to surrender,
under the spell of the crescent moon:
"The moon is a curving flower of gold,
The sky is still and blue;
The moon was made for the sky to hold,
And I for you.
*
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The moon is a flower without a stem,
The sky is luminous;
Eternity was made for them,
To-night for usw #
And in Because this same mood of surrender is manifest, although
the feminine logic is much more pronounced:
"Oh, because you never tried
To bow my will or break my pride,
And nothing of the cave-man made
You want to keep me half-afraid,
Nor ever with a conquering air
You thought to draw me unaware --
Take me for I love you more
Than I ever loved before
And •Master' I shall say to you
Since you never asked me to"
•
In Riches she expresses a lovely thought in a charming manner:
"I have no riches but my thoughts,
Yet these are wealth enough for me;
My thoughts of you are golden coins
Stamped in the mint of memory" --
and November Night vitalizes a remembered hour:
street —
it to me,
"There I See the line of lights,
A chain of stars down either side the
Why can't you lift the chain and give
A necklace for my throat?
How still you are I Have you been hard at work
And are you tired to-night?
Tonight it almost seems
That all the lights are gathered in your eyes,
Drawn somehow toward you
Come, then, and let us walk....
There was a new frail yellow moon to-night --
I wish you could have had it for a cup
With stars like dew to fill it to the^brim....
What a silver night J
I used to wonder how the park would be
If one night we could have it all alone —
No lovers with close arm-encircled waists
To whisper and break in upon our dreams.
And now we have iti Every wish comes true I
We are alone now in a fleecy world;
Even the stars have gone. We two alonel"
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The little six-line stanza, Faults, was originally published
in her first volume of poetry in 1907, and is re-published in
Love Songs ten years later. One is led to believe that it was
composed before she realized its inherent truth, and was reprinted
when she discovered that what she had only surmised, surprisingly
achieved actuality:
"They c me to tell your faults to me,
They named them over one by one;
I laughed aloud when they were done,
I knew them all so well before —
Oh, they were blind, too blind to see
Your faults had made me love you morel™
In Flame and Shadow , which was published in 1920, her love
lyrics are sung to an accompaniment of sadness. One feels, in
reading them, that Sara Teasdale was becoming aware of the
volatile quality of love, and was sensing the heart-break she
was to experience — as, for example , in What Do I Care ?
"But what do I care, for love will be over so soon,
Let my heart have its say and my mind stand
idly by,
For my mind is proud and strong enough to be silent,
It is my heart that makes my songs, not I",
and again, in I Have Loved Hours at Sea when she cries:
"I have loved much and been loved deeply —
Oh when my spirit's fire burns low,
Leave me the darkness and the stillness,
I shall be tired and glad to go,"
Nostalgic sadness sighs in Places and rises to a plaintive
wail in Old Tunes
.
A subdued, quiet mood pervades the next section of this
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volume. No longer does vibrant ecstasy flow from Miss Teasdale'
pen; mysticism that strives to bridge the gap of physical sepa-
ration is seen in almost every poem. Day and Ni£ht depicts the
essence of this quality, in which an almost fanatic devotion to
her husband is expressed. It appears again in I Remembered
:
"There never was a mood of mine,
Gay or heart-broken, luminous or dull,
But you could ease me of its fever
And give it back to me more bautiful",
and in Gray Eyes, it is probable that he was also the inspira-
tion for The Mystery
:
"Your eyes drink of me,
Love makes them shine,
Your eyes that lean
So close to mine...'1
But the spirit of quiet assurance in the permanency of love that
is so strong in these poems gives way to an uncertainty in later
verses. This is seen in two stanzas of I Know the Stars:
"I know the secrets of men
By the look of their eyes,
Their gray thoughts, their strange thoughts
Have made me sad and wise.
But your eyes are dark to me
Though they seem to call and call --
| cannot tell if you love me
Or do not love me at all",
and in the last quatrain of Understanding
:
"But you I never understood,
Your spirit's secret hides like gold
Sunk in a Spanish galleon
Ages ago in waters cold".
s
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Tenderly musical is the short and lovely It Ij3 Not a Word ;
"It is not a word spoken,
Pew words are said;
Not even a look of the eyes
Nor a bend of the head,
But only a hush of the heart
That has too much to keep,
Only memories waking
That sleep so light a sleep",
and equally lyrical is a stanza similar in mood and verse form,
If I Must Go:
"If I must go to heaven's end
Climbing the ages like a stair,
Be near me and forever bend
With the same eyes above me there;
Time will fly past us like leaves flying,
We shall not heed, for we shall be
Beyond living, beyond dying,
Knowing and known unchangeably".
A strange blending of ecstasy and grief is discernible in Oh Day
of Fire and Sun ecstasy as she recalls a moment of joy and
grief that it is but a memory -- and a similar thought finds ex-
pression in I Thaugh.t of You •
That the sea had the power to evoke exquisitely lyrical ut-
terances is evident in On the Dunes and Spray -- and again the
mood is predicated on a mystical companionship that knows neither
physical nor spiritual limitations. But a different emotion is
expressed in The Nights Remember and Dust . The beauty of language
cannot hide the bitterness of the concept -- that love can be-
come as valueless as the worn-out trappings of royalty, or can
even turn to dust.
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Much of the charm of Sara Teasdale's poetry is in her mer-
curial changes of mood; a tender whimsy will follow a despair-
ing cry of heartbreak, to be succeeded by a glowing burst of
ecstasy. So, we are not really surprised when a poem as beauti-
ful as rt Will Not; Change makes its appearance on the heels of
the depressing Dust. It Will Not Change is a simple declaration
of a quiet, steadfast love:
"It will not change now
After so many years;
Life has not broken it
With parting or tears;
Death will not alter it,
It will live on
In all my songs for you
When I am gone".
In two more poems in this volume this specific attribute
of Miss Teasdale's poetry finds positive expression -- once on
a note of bitterness and once tinged with a definite melancholia
At Midnight carries a hint of the emotional debacle that is to
come, although it is as yet only a nebulous thought:
"Now at last I have come to see what life is,
Nothing is ever ended, everything only begun;
And the brave victories that seem so splendid
Are never really won.
Even love that I built my spirit's house for
Comes like a brooding and a baffled guest,
And music and men's praise and even laughter
Are not so good as rest".
The other poem, Alone , is hauntingly solitary:
"I am alone, in spite of love,
In spite of all I take and give --
In spite of all your tenderness
Sometimes I am not glad to live.

I am alone, as though I stood
On the highest peak of the tired gray world,
About me only swirling snow,
Above me endless space unfurled it• • • •
For me, the poems in Dark of the Moon have a finished
charm and a mature ideation that is far superior to some of her
other volumes. Though showing a definite trend, in content and
concept, toward the breaking-up of her marriage, they are, in
my opinion, so lyrically phrased that their inherent sadness is
not unattractive. Some of them, indeed, glow with the warm,
steady fire of a contented happiness, as On the Sussex Downs
,
August Night , and Two Minds . On the Sussex Downs is particu-
larly lovely, breathing a quiet satisfaction in the knowledge
of love together with an awareness of her own lyrical spirit
that knows no physical chains:
"It was not you, though you were near,
Though you were good to hear and see,
It was not earth, it was not heaven,
It was myself that sang in me."
Recurring to the classical tradition in At Tintagil , her treat-
ment of the story of Tristram and Iseult shows an adult apprecia
tion of the tragic tale. One senses, in this poem, an implied
comparison between the old romantic legend and her own love
story. A beautiful resignation flows through the music of
There Will Be Stars:
"There will be stars over the place forever;
Though the house we loved and the street we
loved are lost,

Every time the earth circles her orbit
On the night the autumn equinox is crossed,
Two stars we knew, poised on the peak of midnight
Will reach their zenith; stillness will be
deep
;
There will be stars over the place forever,
There will be stars forever, while we sleep."
that her thoughts are constantly reverting to the memory of past
Love is apparent in the last stanza of Sand Drift :
"Nothing has changed; with the same hollow thunder
The waves die in their everlasting snow
Only the place we sat is drifted over,
Lost in the blowing sand, long, long ago",
and a curious insistency motivates the metrical cadences of the
[Longer Effigy of a Nun , as in the fifth stanza:
"If she was curious, if she was passionate
She must have told herself that love was great,
But that the lacking it might be as great a thing
If she held fast to it, challenging fate",
and is felt again in Thos Vho Love , as if she were constantly
sndeavoring to analyze the thing called love and to reconcile the
chronicled accounts of this force with her own experiences:
"Those who love the most,
Do not talk of their love,
Prancesca, Guinevere,
Deirdre, Iseult, Heloise,
In the fragrant garden of heaven
Are silent, or speak if at all
Of fragile, inconsequent things.
And a woman I used to know
Who loved one man from her youth,
Against the strength of the fates
Fighting in somber pride,
Never spoke of this thing,
But hearing his name by chance,
A light would pass over her face."
9
A woman's tenderness is felt In every rhythmic line of
Appraisal — a tenderness that is filled with the wisdom of
Eve
:
"Never think she loves him wholly,
Never believe her love is blind,
All his faults are locked securely
In the closet of her mind
And a tenderness too deep
To be gathered in a word"
•
A sadness that borders perilously close to despair pulses
through the metrical syllables of An End . An introspective
quality is felt so strongly that the reader cannot help con-
jecturing that Sara Teasdale knew a definite break in her
marriage was Imminent:
"I have no heart for any other joy,
The drenched September day turns to depart,
And I have said goodbye to what I love;
With my own will I vanquished my own heart.
On the long wind I hear the winter coming,
The window panes are cold and blind with rain;
With my own will I turned the summer from me
And summer will not come to me again",
and this quality is even more obvious in Winter Night Song , al
tnough there is a half-regretful, half-fatalistic undercurrent
running through its
"Will you come as of old with singing,
And shall I hear as of old?
Shall I rush to open the window
In spite of the arrowy cold?....
Ah no, my dear, ah no,
I shall sit by the fire reading,
Though you sing half the night in the snow
I shall not be heeding....
0f
I shall drowse and the fire will drowse,
The draught will be cold on the floor,
The clock running down,
Snow banking the door."
While the volume entitled Stars Tonight contains many ex
quisitely lovely lyrics, not one can be truly classified as a
love song.
Her posthumous book of poems, Strange V^cboj^r, is essential-
ly, the work of a- woman who has known love and who has suffered
much, but who, having suffered, still glories in the remembered
ecstasies and shared experiences. It is also the work of a
woman who, although past the first full flush of womanhood, has
discovered that emotions cannot be controlled at will and that
love is an inexhaustible, spring gushing upward toward the light
when least expected. Much wisdom, knowledge, and understanding
is contained in the very human document, Advice to a Girl
:
"No one worth possessing
Can be quite possessed;
Lay that on your heart,
My young angry dear;
This truth, this hard and precious stone,
Lay it on your hot cheek,
Let it hide your tear.
Hold it like a crystal
When you are alone
And gaze in the depths of the icy stone.
Long, look long and you will be blessed:
No one worth possessing'
Can be quite possessed".
As I have said before, the title poem, Strange Victory , seems to
me to be a tacit confession that a new and quieter love has en-
tered her life. Heartbreak and sorrow she has known, and having
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known bitterness, she is almost apprehensive of a happier future 1
i
that suddenly opens before her. Of course, this is pure con-
jecture on my part, and is based on very insecure inferences.
Nevertheless, I cannot rid my mind of this surmise, especially
in the light of the evidence of the lovely poem To M. The senond
stanza seems, to me, to be added proof:
•
"You have not failed me; but if you too should
fail me,
Being human, bound on your own inviolate quest,
No matter now what the years do to assail me
I shall go, in some sort, a victor, down to
my rest".
One final example of Sara Teasdale's ability to express love is
found in Since Death Brushed Past Me. Again, I sense in its
subjective mood the same new motivation that stirred in Strange
Victory, To M., and a few other poems in this volume. In this,
the indecision and apprehension that was apparent in the other
two are gonej it ends in a quiet, gracious mood that is very
lovely and lyrical:
"Since Death brushed past me once more today,
Let me say quickly what I must say:
Take without shame the love I give you,
Take it before I am hurried away.
You are intrepid, noble, kind,
My heart goes to you with my mind,
The plummet of your thought is long
Sunk in deep water, cold with song.
You are all I asked, my dear --
My words are said, my way is clear"
.
Still another quality that is clearly discernible in Sara
Teasdale's poetry is the predominance of color in her poems.
\ — .

Just as we have seen her as a disciple of Shelley in her pagan
love for beauty, so a Keatsian attribute is evident in her
sensuous love of color. This lavish use of color gives warmth
to her work and intensifies the quality of love that is manifest
in so many of her poems. Her poetry fairly glows and burns with;
glorious, jewel-like colors, whether she is describing the phys-
ical world -- the sky, stars, moon, shadows, trees, flowers,
rivers, and the sea, or the world of man people, their attire
*
their cities, their lights, and so forth.
Although Miss Teasdale may write with less exuberance, even i
though sorrow and heartbreak may make their appearance, she re-
mains prodigal in her utilization of color as a device to estab-
lish and maintain a mood. Her poetry is splashed with so many
colors -- gold, crimson, flame, purple, violet, green, blue,
ivory, and silver -- that one cannot say any particular color is
her favorite. Like Keats, she loves all color and revels in its
gorgeousness . In reading her collected poems, in sequence, one
is aware of this constant utilization of color as a medium for
expressing her moods. In her earliest work she does not stint
in employing the most voluptuous coloring; in her middle period
she reaches a climax in her bountiful application of the rain-
bow's hues; but in her closing period, and particularly in her
last book, Strange Victory , the brilliant tones fade and definite-
ly "cold" colors are seen: blue, silver, and crystal.
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As an illustration of the gradual tapering off in the use
of color, I am contrasting two poems, one published in 1911 and
the other in 1933. The first one, Madeira From the Sea , is
replete with color:
''Out of the delicate dream of the distance an emerald
emerges
Veiled in the violet folds of the air of the sea;
Softly the dream grows awakening -- shimmering white
of a city,
Splashes of crimson, the gay bougainvillea, the
palms
.
High in the infinite blue of its heaven a quiet
cloud lingers,
Lost and forgotten by winds that have fallen asleep,
Fallen asleep to the tune of a Portuguese song in
a garden",
while the second, In a Darkening Garden , is remarkable for its
almost total absence of color:
"Gather together, against the coming of night,
All that we played with here,
Toys ancifruits, the quill from the sea-bird's flight,
The small flute, hollow and clear;
The apple that was not eaten, the grapes untasted --
Let them be put a v. ay.
They served for us, I would not have them wasted,
They lasted out our day."
Let us examine some of these jewel-like phrases that en-
liven her poetry, making it glow at times with the flaming sunset
colors in the western sky, or causing it to blush softly and fade
to the barest hint of ashes of roses.
In Sonnets to Duse , her first published volume, she speaks
of "the gold on gold*1 of the "fervent sky" and the "flower- sweet
face" of Duse, addressing her as the "violet whose purple cannot
pale". In another poem in this book she speaks of "roses white
TP
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and red" a rather sophomoric utterance when compared to the
unrestrained use of color in her next volume, Helen of Troy .
The high exaltation of her first dramatic monologues Is made
more intense by this quality. V.'e see the funeral pyre of Troy -
"the flame's red wings" against the "fading dawn" we thrill
to the "burnished gold" of Helen's hair, and see her as an
eternal vision
"Limned on the darkness like a shaft of light
That glimmers and is gone...."
In Be atrice we delight in the stained-glass hues that vivify
the Medieval setting. Ornella is seen "outlined in a golden
fire", the sunset light is "red", the "blazoned panes" are
"chilly greens and Mues". Beatrice tells of gathering "roses
redder than my gown", and later, cries that "the room is filled
with lights -- with waving lights", and that she is floating
"in a mist of light".
In Mar ianna Ale oforando we see
"The bended head of Christ, the blood....
The wall's gray stains of damp...."
and "the windows black against the night". The "holy lamp was
twinkling" and w cast a dusky glow" upon the Virgin's face. The
moon is a "new-born crescent in the blue", and the sunset "sheds
a quiet light across the fields".
Guenevere was "an angel, clad in gold and miniver", the
water is "flowing silver", the sky is still and "smoothly lit
with red along the west" and Venus is "burning lamp-like" there.

In Er inna Sara Teasdale speaks of the air "blue with twilight",
and in her first group of Love Songs she sings of the fields
"brown and barren", the "red rose vine", her mouth "more red
than roses blow", and in The Wanderer she says:
"I saw the sunset-colored sands,
The Nile like flowing fire between,
the rocks where long ago...
Bright Perseus
Set free the maiden white like snow....
And I have loved the green, bright north,
And I have loved the cold, sweet sea n
In other poems she speaks of Pierrot's "silver tune", the dry
"brown reeds", the "flower of amber light", and tells of seeing
"the light turn red".
In her Sonnets and Lyrics , she describes the king's robes
of "heavy ermine", the autumn leaves like "golden garments",
and the "autumn's brown". She dreams of "moonlit cypress trees"
and the "jonquil bed", and in a lilting lyric portrays Paris in
Spring where " ihe Bois is twinkling in a sort of hazy sheen"
and shows us the "gray old Arch" down the Champs, while "the
leaves are growing green".
The ttilogy of City Vignettes drip with colors: "greenish
sky", "misty reds", "purple shadows", "a thousand yellow lights"
that gleam, the "pale, untroubled skies", and "street lamps"
that "shine in a yellow line" in the "splashy, gleaming streets".
She paints for us a picture of ermine-clad kings, bearing
gifts of "gold and chrysoprase" , in the Christmas Carol, and

shows us shepherds in coats "brown and old", the Wise Men
"wrapped in white" and the angels "clad with wings" in the light
of the star that "did glorify the night".
The Faery Forest "glimmered beneath an ivory moon", "the
silver grasses shimmered", "the crystal branches slept", and
"the cold, white blossoms wept 11 . In A Minuet of Mozart * s a
violin's melody "glimmered gold against the gloom".
But all these hues are pale compared with the exuberant use
of color found in Rivers to the Sea , Love Songs , and Flame and
Shadoiv . In the opening poem of the first book, Spring Might
,
we see lights "dim and pearled" and streets "gold and gleaming"
in the fog. In Peace she shows us a "pool of blue", "a pool of
gold", a "vivid sky", and a sunset that "burns and dies". In
one poem, she pictures "the pearly dusk" and 'gray stones", and
in another "green fields" and a "brown bird", and in still
another, "the golden nights". In A Winter Blue jay she describes
"fantastic shapes in vivid blue", "silver sunlight" on "bright
snow", and "the black bough of a snow-flecked maple". Ag^-in,
she speaks of "a shy white star" and "steel blue twilight", and
at The India Wharf shows us "the black and glossy water" and
dreams of crossing "the bright green seas" to "palaces of ivory
and scarlet".
In Alchemy she speaks of the "yellow daisy" and "living
gold"; in Dusk in June she describes air that is "blue and
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siweet" ; in Summer Night
,
Riverside she declares the Hudson wears
her lights "like golden spangles glinting on black satin".
Over and over again we marvel at her use of colorful simile
and metaphor: the marsh-grass weaves "a wall of green", the
heavens are "holy meadows high and blue", the water lily boasts
a "glowing heart" and "faint and rosy glows"; a song is "star
white between the blue and blue", the evening star is "white"
a "red moon" rises, the night is "deep blue", e see a "great
white moon", "milk white peacocks" and "gleaming dew drops" that
fall. We see the moon as a "charring ember", and heavy stars
falling and shattering the earth with "gold". Some stars are
"white" and others "burn in white and delicate red"; dusk is
"blue with blowing mist", and dawn is "hard and gray". She
speaks of "phosphorescent stars", the "yellow mist", the "sea of
amethyst", and the "yellow flower" of the moon.
Descriptive phrases that dazzle our senses fill every page,
Sappho's voice is "golden fire", the sky is "amber" pierced by
the faint arrow of a star", the dawn is like "a rim of silver
on the sea". She mentions a "yellow bee", the fields of the sea
more blue than night", and spring who "lights her green torches
We gasp at "twilight's inner flame" that grows "blue and deep".
Love Songs fairly pulses with colors, "Blue waves whitened
on a cliff", "soaring fire", "music like a curve of gold", and
"one white singing hour of peace" — all these are in Barter,
I _
Wet streets reflect "golden waves in the lamp light's stain".
Jewel colors are used to advantage — "sapphire shadows", "the
leaf shadow's amethyst", and a "diamond morning". She describes
blood as "dusky red", calls lilies fgay", and speaks of "blue
flowers"
•
Word after colorful word thrills us: jewel, rainbow, gold,
blue, golden, black, pearl, white, silver, and fleecy.
But it is in Flame and Shadow that the climax is attained.
In a few short pages we find words and phrases that suggest
beauty unbelievable: "blue squills", the white of a cherry
bough, the "blue flame" of a flower, the "white flame" of the
tree, "white and blue sunlight", "white and topaz", "misty red",
"hearts of fire", "silver light", "jeweled blaze", "blue
splendor", "blue Connecticut hills", "rosy west", "flushed east",
"hazy orange moon", "yellow gold", and "deeper blue".
She recalls for us "flaming oak woods" that glow "in a
flare of crimson". She pictures "snowy hills" that are "blue
and white" with "dazzling light", as "iridescent crystals" fall
on snowcrust, and the winter sun draws "cold blue shadows from
the trees". She shows us hills veiled in "violet", and "pale
yellow flowers".
She sings of "redbirds", the sun shining "brown and gold"
on the river, and in another poem speaks of "tawny gold",
"mauve and misted turquoise", and "purple shadows".
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It is an almost impossible task to enumerate all the words
that make her poems so vivid and beautiful: turquoise, gray,
green, silver-green, sapphire, dusky blue, silver, red, gold,
white, blue, and singing gold.
In May Day , which is one of my favorite lyrics, she picture
for us the "red small leaves of the maple". In her description
of a northern garden she sings of "dahlias heavy and dark" and
"golden tulips*', and in her picturization of a Cuban garden she
tells us
:
"Hibiscus flowers are cups of fire
The bright po inset tia shakes in the wind,
A scarlet leaf is blowing away...."
while a "great black vulture" circles above.
The California landscape allows her pen full sway: "gold
and silver" weather, sea as "smooth as lapis", earth turning
"green from brown", "linnets with a scarlet stain", "amethyst
phlox", "clear blue twilight", "silver snakes" of moonlight,
waves breaking in "fold on jeweled fold", fog that is the "cold
white ghost" of the sea, a "diamond morning", and a "faint white
moon 11 Dusk is characterized as "rusty red", and the twilight
hour shows heaven and earth a "dark blue flower". Beauty throbs
in these phrases: "tremulous white", "feathery fire", "molten
sea", "burnished bronze", "purple sand peas", "blue chicory
flowers", the "sea's blue circle", "blue sea, blue sky and dun
sand", "crystal burning", "sparkling silver", "tawny beaches",
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"many-colored sea", "haze of fire", "steely stars", "moon of
brass", and "brown earth".
In Dark of the Moon
,
although color is still very much in
evidence, a gradual lessening of it is noticeable. She alludes
to "crystal weather", "feathery green", and calls the moon "white
as a flower 4 ' . Other color words are: yellow, dark green, green,
crimson, scarlet, rose-red, lilacs, stretched silver, blue, black,
red, silver mist. She describes the sky as "translucent in its
blue", calls the moon "a broad white disk of flame", and men-
tions the "dark green hollow of the hills". Again, she speaks
of "purple mountains", "dusky light", "russet and red" leaves,
"scarlet berries", "shining samite", and the "purple pillow" of
dawn. We see "white plum trees", the "deep purple" of unopened
lilacs, and the "azure and amber fire" of the waterfall.
Only a comparatively few colors make their appearance in
Stars Tonight blue, rusty, gold and scarlet, yellow, gold,
pale blue, red-winged black-bird, jewel-weeds, white, and green
and fewer still in the last book of her poetry. As I have dis-
cussed this dearth of color previously, I do not feel that it is
necessary to add anything more.
A final attribute of Miss Teasdale's poetry is the intense
ove of nature. Although she writes beautifully of many aspects
f nature -- trees, flowers, and the seasons --two phases of
nature arouse a more passionate response -- the stars and the
sea.
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Love of the stars pervades all her published poems, from
the first one ever printed to the last one appearing in her
collected poems. In G-uenevere , which was first printed in
Reedy 's Mirror , she says:
"With Venus burning lamp-like in th» west",
and the last line of her collected word is:
"Stars I shall find".
She speaks of "silent whirling s tars" , "brave stars", "a timid
star", and a "great roof of stars", and states that the Sapphic
fragment that alludes to the daughter of Sappho shines
" starlike down the graying years..."
In The Mo the of a Poet she writes:
".....A spring that thru tn« leaning grass looks up
And holds all heaven in its clarid cup,
Mirror to holy meadows high and blue
With stars like drops of dew "
She tells us "The breath of dawn blows the stars out like lamps 11
and recounts how she
" heard a wood thrush in the dusk
Twirl three notes and make a star...."
and describes the lake in Central Park whe re
"There is a star, deep in the lake, a starl"
Flame and Shadow literally twinkles with allusions to the
stars, except in the section entitled The Dark Cup « we see
"first stars above a snowy hill rt , we are assured that "night is
the mother of the stars", and find Arcturus described as "the

star as shaken and as bright". In Snowfall she uses the phrase
"The smiles are like stars in her eyes", and urges us, in
Change , to remember her
"With eyes that love had made as bright
As the trembling stars of the summer night".
In the poem, Dark of the Moon , she sings of "a night that was
eerie with stars", and in another poem tells us that:
"In the south-west a planet shone serenely",
and again:
"Over my head four new cut stars are glinting".
With her, we "watch the stars swarm over the hill", and see othe
stars that "burned through the heavens intolerably bright"
which are referred to as "vehement stars"
•
The book called Stars Tonight contain many lovely lines to
the stars, particularly her Rhyme of the November Stars, which
I have already quoted.
In Strange Victory only twice are th» stars mentioned;
once in Re turn to a Country House , when she speaks of "the
planet Venus in the west", and again in her concluding poem,
There will be Rest .
Equally strong is her love for the sea and its beaches.
Repeatedly we are impressed with this quality. She speaks of
"the visions of the sunny earth and sea", and claims that she
was "born the sea's eternal thrall".
Though the qualities I have analyzed -- beauty ana pain,

love, color, and nature are by no means the only attributes
found in Sara Teasdale's lyrics, they are, in my estimation,
the most pronounced and the most frequently used by her to es-
tablish or maintain a mood. One cannot really understand or ap
preciate her genius as a lyricist without giving some considera
tion to the spirit that made her want to sing -- the spirit
that is the sum total of all these inherent passions.
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CONCLUSION
Sara Teasdale was definitely a lyricist of unquestioned
genius. She was a modern counterpart of Sappho in many respects:
in her passionate devotion to beauty, in her ability to express
the varied phases of the love theme, and in her sure craftsman-
ship. Though other analogies might be drawn, these few will
suffice
.
Although she is acknowledged primarily as a writer of love
songs, it is my belief that she is deserving of a far greater
accolade, for her love lyrics are superficial in comparison with
some of her other poems. She is a poet who has drawn inspira-
tion from many sources -- from Sappho, from Shakespeare, from
Shelley and Keats, from the classics, from the romanticists, and
from her own highly emotionalized experiences.
Her life was not a happy one. Though but little biographi-
cal evidence exists, aither to substantiate or to disprove this
statement, the internal evidence of her poetry would seem to
offer conclusive proof, for much of it is, in my estimation,
definitely subjective and introspective. By reading her col-
lected poems in sequence, one may clearly trace her emotional
growth, and by relating her published volumes to the known facts
of her life -- her education, travels, marriage, divorce, and
death — certain inferences may be drawn, the chief one being
that much of her poetry is autobiographical. There is no doubt
•
that a pronounced change in mood and ideation can be seen in
her later poems. Prom a joyous, carefree lyricist she developed
into a sober, reflective poet. Although her gift for song re-
mained, the emotions which prompted her singing deepened and
became less superficial.
Her poetry abounds in lyric qualities, a few of which I
have endeavored to analyze in this thesis. Simple and natural,
her poetry never offends the most sensitive reader.
She is a poet beloved by women, for she has made articulate
the thoughts that every woman, young or old, has had at some
time and to some degree. She might well be read by men, too,
for through her poems they might learn much of feminine logic
and psychology.
Her early and tragic death was a great loss to American
literature, for had her genius continued to burn in age, as in
youth, she would have added much to the poetic traditions of
the Twentieth Century.

ABSTRACT
Starting -with Shelley's definition of poetry, I have
attempted to relate the concept that he has expressed to Sara
Teasdale's poetry, and to show how she has exemplified this
concept in her work. The influence of Shelley has been con-
sidered, as well as that of other lyricists, both ancient and
modern. The qualities of lyric expression have been briefly
reviewed in order that Kiss Teasdale's poetry might be adequate-
ly examined in both ideation and expression. Thro ighout my
thesis I have endeavored to avoid technical and pedantic
language, as it is my belief that too often such phraseology
succeeds in scaring the "average" reader who merely seeks
guidance in forming his own opinions.
Of the ancient lyricists, Sappho undoubtedly exercised the
greatest impact on Sara Teasdale's sensitive, emotional nature,
as shown by the internal evidence of her poetry and by the
utilization of the verse form associated with Sappho, k brief
sketch of Sappho's life has been included. The first and most
obvious reason for this was to enable the reader to see how the
unique culture of Lesbos, so akin to our modern beliefs regard-
ing woman's place in society, was responsible for the develop-
ment of the lyric as a medium of literary expression; the
second reason was to draw an analogy between these two lyricists
Sappho and Sara Teasdale, and show the rather curious parallel-
ism in their lives, as evidenced in their writings.

I feel that Sara Teasdale's poetry is autobiographical,
and I have essayed, therefore, throughout the development of my
thesis, to trace a relationship between the rather meager bio-
graphical data that exists and the dates of publication of her
seven volumes of poetry. Her own emotional growth, from
adolescent lightness to mature reflection, has been thougtfully
considered, particularly with reference to the lyric qualities
that never become submerged, although very definite gradations
in sensory emphasis appeared, which I have attempted to note and
Interpret.
Her published work, in my opinion, falls into three dis-
tinct divisions, which have been considered in sequence: her
early work, from 1907 to 1911; her middle period, from 1915 to
1920 J and the final group, from 19^6 to 1935, which includes a
volume published posthumously. As I have already stated, in
considering her poetry in detail, I have tried to show the sub-
jective motivation and to interpret the poems biographically
•
In this not inconsiderable portion of my thesis the lyricism
of the poems has been discussed rather broadly the general
singing quality, the truly feminine whimsy that permeates so
many of the shorter verses, the use of the Sapphic meter, with
the final "flick" that is so typical of Miss Teasdale's work,
and the adaptation of the classic theme to certain of her longer
poems
•
A fairly long chapter, however, has been devoted to an
••
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analysis of specific lyric qualities. Pour particularly dominan
qualities have been chosen for this purpose: beauty, love, natur
and color.
Her love of beauty, with its concomitant emotion of pain,
Is, in my estimation, the most pronounced attribute of her
poetry. It is my purely personal belief that had she developed
her basic devotion to beauty, which was pagan in its intensity,
to its fullest expression her power as a lyricist would have
reached even greater heights. Her ability to make articulate
the essence of love itself, however, seems to be the quality
for which she is most noted, and thus her reputation as a "love
lyricist" has been established. These tender utterances, some-
times whimsical and sometimes exquisitely poignant, are so truly
feminine in thought and expression that even while I regret her
failure to develop her genius as a delineator of beauty, I ad-
mire her ability to capture evanescent emotions in tangible
form.
Her love of nature, which I have considered in two phases -
love of the stars and love of the sea -- shows an almost scien-
tific knowledge of astronomy, together with a definitely spirit-
ual appreciation of the physical world. I have tried to
analyze some of her poems to show this. Finally, I have con-
sid red the prodigal use of color that flames through her poetry
and have attempted to show how this has decreased in vividness
as her poetry increased in maturity of thought and expression.
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The whole purpose of my thesis has been to show Sara
Teasdale's development as a lyric poet, to interpret and analyze
the qualities that made her poetry so vital and dynamic, and to
relate the mood and content of her verses to the known facts of
her life. To me, Miss Teasdale is a poet of undoubted genius
who contributed much to the American literary picture and who
well deserved the honors and prizes which contemporary critics
bestowed upon her.
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